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Playtesting Yeld

This is a playtest document. this game is neither 
complete nor intended for sale in it’s present format. 
Many parts of this document are still under construiction 
or wholely missing. In addition, the document is 
unedited, unformatted and has yet to be proof read.

We’re interested in your thoughts and feedback on this 
document. If you’d like to contact us please send an 
email to jake@atarashigames.com. You can also post on 
the Yeld Playtest Forum at yeld.celstyle.com.

Thanks,

Jake Richmond



Directions for reading this book

This book is divided into 7 sections. The idea is that you 
can read each section in any order, although I would 
suggest reading the Getting Started section first, which 
includes info on starting your first game and creating 
Friend characters.

-Read The Game Master Guide if you want to know how 
to run a game of Yeld and what a Game Master does. If 
it’s your turn to be the Game Master, make sure you read 
this section!

-If you want to know about combat, using dice and 
taking actions, read The Fight Guide. This is an 
important section for both players and Game Masters!

-If you want to learn about the world of Yeld, discover 
what the game is about and what long term play looks 
like, check out The Campaign Guide.

-The Monster Guide is all about building and using 
monsters. This section is really important for the Game 
Master. The rest of you can probably save it for last.

-The Player Guide includes everything the players need 
to improve, train and power up their Friend characters. 
Check out this section for Heroic and Advanced Jobs, 
Spell lists and Special dice!

-Finally, The Stuff Guide has all the cool weapons, armor 
and items that you’ll collect as you play the game. You’ll 
also find rules for Coins and Wealth, plus all the tables 
and charts that are referred to in the game text.



What do I need to play this game? You’ll need 2 to 6 
players, a copy of this book, a few different sheets (you 
can copy these out of the back of this book or get them 
from our site), a few 6-sided dice for each player and at 
least one pencil (although one for each player would be 
better). You’ll need an Action Board and game pieces for 
fights. A chess board works great as an Action Board, 
and you can use small toys, board game pieces, coins, 
miniatures or any other markers as Friend and Monster 
pieces. You may also want some snacks and drinks!



Part 1: Getting Started

Before we start playing we’ll need to create some Friends, 
decide who will run our first game and do a few other 
chores. Getting your Yeld game started is what this 
chapter is all about, so lets just jump right into that!

-What is Yeld about?
-Choosing the first Game Master
-Making Friends
-The Friendship Map
-Getting ready for the first Adventure
-Choosing themes and creating an adventure title
-Putting it all together

Choosing our first Game Master

You probably already know what a Game Master is, 
right? Either you’ve played another rpg or you’ve heard 
about the idea before. The Game Master is the player 
that facilitates the game and handles all the chores like 
creating monsters and narrating scenes. If Yeld were a 
video game, the GM would be the code that runs the 
whole thing. The GM does the hard stuff so the other 
players don’t have to, but being a GM can be a lot 
of fun too! This section is all about getting your first 
Adventure started. If you’re going to be the GM for the 
first Adventure, or you want to know more about what 
the GM does, you’ll want to check out the Game Master 
Guide

Each time we play an Adventure, we’ll choose a Game 
Master. Let’s say that I’ll be the Game Master for our first 
Adventure. That means that I’ll come up with a story 
(using your input) and I’ll be the one explaining the 



rules, describing what you see and helping you play the 
game. You’ll have a character that you’ll control, and 
you get to tell everyone else what that character does, 
how she moves and talks and what happens when she 
does stuff. If you want you can even speak in her voice 
and act out what she says as if you were an actor in a 
play. After we finish the first Adventure our jobs will 
switch. I’ll take control of a character, and one of you will 
get to be the Game Master You’ll get to create a story and 
tell us what’s going on in the land of Yeld.  Why? Because 
being the Game Master is fun, and everybody should get 
a chance to try it! As the Game Master I’ll get to control 
all the Adventure’s Monsters and play all the characters 
you’ll meet. I’ll get to describe all the cool things you see 
and set up the scenes that the action of the game will 
play out in. I’ll also remind you of the rules of the game!

Making Friends

The characters we play in the game are called Friends. 
This is because they are, in fact, a group of Friends 
between the ages of 7 and 12.. Each one of us (including 
the first Game Master) is going to build a Friend to 
play. But before we do that we have to decide where our 
Friends are from. Yeld is a magical land full of strange 
and scary stuff, but we’ll start our story in the real world. 
We’ll need to decide where and when the Friends live. Do 
we live in modern day London? 1950’s New Jersey? South 
Korea?  This is important because where and when we 
are from will determine all kinds of social stuff like how 
we talk, what kind of clothes we wear and how we treat 
each other.

Now we’re each going to build a Friend. This is a multi-
part process, so pay attention! You’ll get a Friend sheet to 
write this stuff down on, so make sure to use it! You can 
also just use a blank sheet of paper if you want!



Age, Name and Gender: Lets start with the basics. Roll 
a die to find out if your Friend is a boy or a girl. Boys are 
low, Girls are high. Once you’ve figured that out you can 
choose a first and last name. If you want, you can have 
your friends choose a nickname for you!

Figure out your Friend’s age by rolling a die, and adding 
6. This will give you an age between 7 and 12. You can’t 
be older or younger than that (and we’ll see why later). 
You’ll get extra stuff based on your Friends age. 

Age You get this extra stuff!
7-8:  3 Brave Challenges per game
9-10:  2 Brave Challenges per game, 1 Special dice
11-12:  1 Brave Challenges per game, 2 Special dice

What are Brave Challenges and Special Dice? 
We’ll get to that later, so don’t worry about it. Just write it 
on your sheet.

Core Dice: See that part on your sheet where it says 
“Core Dice”, and then it says “Strong, Tough, Smart and 
Brave”? You get to write a little “1” next to each of those. 
That represents how many dice you have to use in the 
game. So if you have to roll your Strong dice, you’ll look 
to see how many you have (just 1 right now) and then 
you roll it! Simple!

In fact, go ahead and take an extra Core Die!  Write “2” 
next to Strong, Tough, Smart or Brave. Choose whichever 
one you think your Friend would be best at. 

Where should I  put my extra Core die? If you’re 
not sure where to put your extra Core die, then put it in 
Tough. Having an extra Tough die will let you survive 
more monster attacks. It will also let you wear better 
armor later on.



What type of Friend are you?: You need to decide 
what type of Friend you are. Except you don’t get to 
decide. Instead, we’re all going to decide for you! There 
are 8 choices on the list, and we’re going to decide what 
kind of Friend each of us gets to play.  As a group we’ll 
take some time to look at the list, and talk about what 
kind of Friend each of us should be. Once we all decide, 
we’ll write our choices down on our sheet. We need to 
make sure that two of us don’t end up playing the same 
kind of Friend. That would be weird. 

If you look at the entries below you’ll see that each type 
of Friend gets an extra Core and Special die. Just write 
those down in the Core dice and Special dice part of your 
sheet for now. 
Each Friend also has a role playing reminder that 
starts with the words“Just remember”. If you’re not sure 
what your friend should do or how the would act, just 
remember those words!

Types of Friends:

Big Brother or Sister
Just remember: “I’ll protect my friends no matter what”.
Special: Must be the oldest Friend
The Big Brother or Sister gains the following benefits:
Core dice: +1 Strong
Special dice: Tease 

Tom Boy
Special: Must be a girl and oldest Friend unless there is a 
Big Brother or Sister.
Just remember: “Anything you can do I can do better!”
The Tom Boy gains the following benefits:
Core dice: +1 Brave
Special dice: Charge



Bully
Just remember: 
The Bully gains the following benefits:
Core dice: +1 Strong
Special dice: Trip

Princess
Special: The Princes cannot be the oldest or youngest 
Friend. Boys can be Princess’ to!
Just remember: “I’m the most important person here!”
The Princess gains the following benefits:
Core dice: +1 Smart
Special dice: Choose Cook, First Aid or Sew

Know-it-all
Just remember: “I know what I’m talking about.”
The Know-it-all gains the following benefits:
Core dice: +1 Smart
Special dice: “I know about Adults”

Baby
Special: The Baby must be the youngest Friend and 
cannot be older then 8.
Just remember: 
The Baby gains the following benefits:
Core dice: +1 Brave
Special dice: Cry

Brat
Special: The Brat cannot be older than 10
Just remember: 
The Brat gains the following benefits:
Core dice: +1 Tough
Special dice: Break



Liar
The Liar gains the following benefits:
Just remember:
Core dice: +1 Tough
Special dice: Lie

Choose a Special Die: Choose a Special die from the 
Special die list in the Players Guide page #. Special dice 
represent neat things that your Friend can do, so choose 
one that sounds cool. You can have more then one of the 
same kind of special dice if you want, but not more than 
three! For example, a Brat, who already gets a Break 
Special die can choose a second Break die. Choose a 
Special die and write it on your sheet.

And now you have a Friend! This is the character you’ll 
play in our games. Eventually you’ll step through the 
door to Yeld, choose a Heroic Job and get special powers 
and weapons. But for now you’re just a normal kid from 
the real world.

Recap: What should be on my friend sheet so far?

-  Make sure you wrote down your Friends name, age  
 and sex.
-  Your “Just Remember”
- 1-3 Brave Challenges, depending on your age.
- 6 Core dice.
- Your Friend Type
-  2-4 Special dice, depending on your age. 



Build a Friendship Map

We’ve all made a Friend and found out a little about 
who they are. Now we need to decide how we know each 
other. The best way to go this is to sit in a circle and take 
turns talking about each friend. Tell us a little bit about 
who your Friend is. How old is he? Where does she go to 
school? Does he have any brothers or sisters? Is she afraid 
of the bully down the street? Once we know a little about 
your Friend we can all decide how our Friends know each 
other. Do we all go to school together? Do we all live in 
the same neighborhood? Are some of us related?  Make 
sure you build at least one connection between each 
character!

What is the Friendship Map for? The Friendship 
Map doesn’t have a mechanical effect on the game, but 
it’s important for establishing the relationships between 
the Friends right at the start of the game. Once we 
complete the Friendship Map you’ll know who your best 
friend is and who you can’t stand. You’ll know if you 
feel protective toward your little brother or if you have a 
crush on your neighbor. Having this kind of information 
let’s us jump right into our characters!

Getting ready for the first Adventure  

Each time we get together to play The Magical Land 
of Yeld, the session is called an Adventure. Adventures 
usually last between 2-5 hours. It’s totally okay to take a 
break in the middle of your Adventure to get something 
to eat, chill out or just talk. The point is to have fun! 
Think of each Adventure as an episode of shows like 
InuYasha, Naruto or Avatar, a standalone adventure that 
tells part of an ongoing story.



The Adventure Title: The first thing we’ll do is come up 
with an Adventure Title to give the Game Master an idea 
about what kind of adventure we’re interested in. We’re 
all going to suggest some themes and ideas and then 
come up with a title together, so if there is something 
cool you want to see in this Adventure make sure you let 
everyone know! If you want to see lots of fighting, then 
just say so. If you want to do something really specific, 
like save the Princess of Doubt from the King of Knives, 
then say so. If everyone likes that idea then we can work 
it into the title. If the title we choose is “Escape from the 
Ogre Fortress” then we can certainly expect an action 
packed Adventure. If the title is “Secret First Kiss” then 
you can expect a different type of Adventure entirely! Is 
this the Adventure where the Friends will discover the 
door to Yeld? During this adventure will they meet the 
townsfolk of Boulder Town for the first time? Will they 
explore the sunken castle of the last true King of Yeld? 
Confront the Wolf Tribe? Decide as a group what you 
want to see happen in this adventure. Go ahead and 
come up with a few different ideas and themes, and from 
those create a cool adventure title. For example:

Our group decides that we want this game to be about 
exploring the Whispering Swamp, learning how to fight 
with swords and protecting our friends at the town from 
bandits. We chose the title “Bandit duel at Whispering 
Swamp”.

By discussing ideas and themes before we choose 
a title, we all get to help decide what the game is 
about. Remember, our title is just a starting point. The 
Adventure may expand to cover other themes and events 
as well! The player in charge should just use the title as a 
starting point and guide.



When should we choose our Title and Game 
Master for the next game?: Normally, you’ll want 
to decide who will be the Game Master of the next 
Adventure and what the title of the Adventure will be 
before you sit down to play. This way the Game Master 
will have time to buy Monsters and figure out what 
they want to do! I think the best time to do this is at the 
end of your Adventure, after the last scene. Once your 
Adventure is done, take a few minutes to decide who will 
be the Game Master for the next one, and choose the 
Adventure Title.

Of course, you can’t do this for your first Adventure! It’s 
okay to decide who your first Game Master will be right 
before you start playing your first Adventure. You can 
choose a Title for your Adventure then too! Just make 
sure the Game Master you choose has had time to read 
both this section and the Game Master Guide. The Game 
Master Guide contains a help section for running your 
first Adventure.

Putting it all together!

We’ve chosen our Game Master and a title for our first 
Adventure, and created some Friends to play. We’re off to 
a good start!  At this point we need to split up. The Game 
Master should head over to the Game Master Guide and 
check out what she needs to do to run a game. The rest 
of us can head to the Players Guide to learn more about 
our Friends, the Campaign Guide to learn more about 
the world of Yeld or the Fight Guide to learn how to pick 
fights and solve problems!



Part 2: The Game Master Guide

This is the section of the book just for Game Masters! 
Eventually, your friends will all take a turn as the Game 
Master, but for now this section of the book is all yours to 
explore. In this section we’ll talk about:

-The Game Masters job
-Adventure dice
-Adventure Challenge Level
-Adventure Map and Scenes
-Reward dice
-Your first day in Yeld!

That’s a lot of stuff! Do I get a sheet to keep track of all 
that? Yep! We’ll create an Adventure Sheet every time we 
play the game. This will help us keep track of where we’ll 
go, who we’ll meet, what monster we’ll face and what 
treasure we’ll discover. We’ll keep these Adventure Sheets 
so we can have a record of our game.

The Game Master’s job

As the Game Master you have a few different duties 
and a whole lot of tools. We’ll get to that in a moment. 
First, it’s important to know what your role in the game 
actually is. The Game Master exists to facilitate the 
game, to provide the other players with the opposition 
and support that they need to enjoy the game. That 
means that as a GM your first concern should be your 
friends and their enjoyment. As the GM you have a 
chance to take center stage and present a cool story, 
control all kinds of crazy monsters and guide your 
friends through an awesome Adventure based on the 
Title you came up with together. Everyone takes a turn at 
the Game Master roll because being the GM is fun and 



everyone should have a chance to guide stories and play 
with monsters. We also take turns not just because being 
the Game Master is hard work, but also because being 
the GM gives you a lot of control and influence over the 
game. Our Adventures in Yeld are about the stories we 
create together, not about a single Game Masters epic 
story he creates by himself! When the time comes for 
you to take your turn as a GM, go ahead and run your 
Adventure and have a ton of fun! Then step aside and 
let the next player take their turn in the GM seat. Each 
Game Master should run just a single Adventure (or at 
best, a two-part cliffhanger Adventure) before passing the 
GM duties to another player. Once you’ve taken a turn as 
a GM, you’ll have to wait till everyone else has a go at it 
before you can go again.

Okay, so I have to share and take turns. Fine. But 
what’s my actual job?  The Game Master leads the 
game. You’ll create all the places your friends will go 
during this Adventure, and all the people they’ll meet. 
You’ll tell a story by creating scenes for your friends to 
explore. You’re in charge of spending Adventure dice on 
stuff like Traps, Monsters and Challenges, and handing 
out Reward dice at the end of the game.

What do I do with my Friend while I’m the GM? 
Good question! The Game Master is also in charge of 
one of the Friend characters, and the question of what to 
do with this character while you are running the game 
can be tricky. There are a few approaches you can take. 
Some GMs like to just play their character normally, 
interacting with the other players and making rolls 
as appropriate. This is fine, but it sometimes leads to 
scenes where it seems like the GM is playing the game 
by themselves! Other Game Masters like to write their 
characters out of the session, having them run off on an 
errand or captured by goblins! That’s fine too, but having 



a character disappear in this way can rob the group of 
a vital resource! A third option is to let another player 
control your character for that Adventure. You can still 
speak in the characters voice and decide what they’ll 
do, but when it comes to fights and other mechanical 
actions, another player makes the choices and rolls the 
dice. Choose whichever option works best for you. There’s 
no right answer.

Adventure dice

Lets talk about Adventure dice! As a Game Master 
Adventure dice are your currency. You’ll use Adventure 
dice to buy Monsters and oppose player rolls. The 
number of Adventure dice spent in a game also 
determines how many Reward dice you’ll give the players 
at the end of the Adventure.

Adventure Challenge Level (Pending 
Revision)

When the players choose a title for their Adventure and 
decide who will be the next Game Master, they’ll also 
choose an adventure challenge level. Players can choose 
between three different challenge levels, determining 
how many Adventure dice a Game Master has to use, 
and how many Monsters they’ll face.

For your first few Adventures you can refer to the chart 
below for selecting a Challenge level. As the Friends 
explore more of Yeld, take Heroic Jobs and become 
more powerful, the number of Adventure dice in each 
Challenge level will start to increase. See the Story Digest 
in the Campaign Guide for more info!



Easy   X Adventure dice, Reward die, 
   X Monster dice, X
Normal  X Adventure dice, X Monster dice,
   X Reward die
Dangerous  X Adventure dice, X Monster dice, 
   X Reward die

What do I use Adventure Dice for? You’ll use your 
Adventure dice to throw obstacles in the Friends way and 
confront them with challenges during the Adventure. 
In an Easy Adventure you’ll have X dice to play with. 
In Normal and Dangerous adventures you’ll have 
more. You’ll use these dice to oppose roles the Friends 
make during the Adventure. Because you only have a 
limited number of dice to spend, you may decide to not 
challenge certain actions the Friends take. For example, 
instead of forcing the Friends to roll dice to climb over a 
wall, you might decide to allow them climb over the wall 
unopposed and save your dice for the challenges they’ll 
encounter on the other side! 

How do I use Adventure Dice? You’ll use Adventure 
dice to challenge the Friends during your Adventure. 
You‘ll roll Adventure dice anytime you want to challenge 
or oppose an action taken by a Friend. For example:

Muriel the Black Mage wants to sneak into the Haunted 
Wing of the Tanzang Royal Library to steal a magical 
book. Of course she’ll have to fight the Ghost Librarian, 
but to make the whole thing more challenging you 
might ask her to roll Brave dice to work up the courage 
to sneak into the library, or Smart dice to steal the book 
without the Librarian noticing. You’ll choose how many 
Adventure dice to roll against her each time. If Muriel 
wins the roll she’ll be able to do what she wants. If she 
fails, she’ll have to look for a different way to complete 
her goal!



The number of dice you have for each Adventure 
is limited, so you may want to let some actions go 
unopposed. Why? Well, not everything the Friends do will 
be worth challenging. You might decide you don’t want 
to waste your dice on trivial challenges like jumping over 
holes and climbing rocks and instead will save your dice 
for monsters and other cool stuff! Does this mean that 
sometimes the Friends will be able to do stuff that you 
don’t really want them to do? Yep. You have to remember 
that your job is to build a cool story with the players and 
help them have a fun adventure. If that means letting 
the players do what they want to do… well, how is that a 
bad thing?

Sometimes all of the Friends will all want to do the same 
thing, like climb up the same rock cliff or sneak past the 
same monster. In cases like this you can roll just one set 
of dice to challenge all the Friends. There’s no need to 
spend separate dice to oppose each Friend.

The Monster Budget

You’ll be able to use the Monster Budget to buy monsters 
to populate your adventure. Some monsters are expense, 
while others are dirt cheap! Some come with interesting 
equipment or Special dice, while others are dangerous 
just because of their base stats! You can buy as many 
Monsters as you can afford and spread them throughout 
your Adventure. Up to 3 Monsters can attack the Friends 
at a time. Boss Monsters cost a little extra but are also a 
little tougher! You can also use the Monster Formula to 
build your own monsters! Check out the Monster Guide 
to see how to make and use Monsters!

What if I need more Adventure dice? Sometimes 
you’ll run out of dice before an Adventure is over! If you 
need to you can buy extra Adventure dice during the 



adventure by giving the Friends more Reward dice. You 
can buy X Adventure dice for each extra Reward die you 
give the Friends. These Reward dice are always handed 
out at the end of the adventure!

The Adventure Map and Scenes 

Each Adventure is a series of steps that the players will 
go through to reach the conclusion. Think of these steps 
as a map that will guide you through your Adventure. 
As a GM you’ll build a simple Adventure Map for each 
Adventure.

Adventures are divided into 5 parts: Choosing a 
Title, Starting Scene, Story Scenes, Boss Fight and the 
Wrap-up or Cliffhanger Scene. We’ve already talked 
about the first step, Choosing a Title for your Adventure 
(back in the Getting Started section), which usually 
happens at the end of the previous session. The second 
step is the Starting Scene. This is the beginning of the 
Adventure, where the Friends learn what they’ll be doing 
and why they’ll be doing it! Does the goblin cave hold 
a valuable treasure for the Friends to discover? You can 
create a Starting Scene where the Friends find a treasure 
map that will lead them deep into the cave. Has a young 
girl from the nearby village fallen into the clutches of 
the Ogre King? You can create a starting scene where 
the Friends overhear the local villagers despairing over 
the poor girl’s fate. Remember, the players told you what 
they wanted the Adventure to be about when they choose 
their Adventure Title. Use the Starting Scene to lay out 
the Adventures central conflict and push the players 
toward their first Story Scene!

Story Scenes are where most of the Adventures action will 
happen. Everything that happens during the adventure 
between the Starting Scene and the Boss Fight happens in 



a Story Scene. Creating a Story Scene is easy! Each Story 
Scene should try to address at least one of the ideas and 
themes the players created when they choose the title for 
their Adventure. Just describe where the Friends are and 
what’s going on. If there are other characters or monsters 
in the scene, describe those as well. Once a Story Scene 
has been created the Friends are free to explore the scene 
and take any actions they want! Friends may have to 
face off against monsters in Story Scenes. They may 
have to explore an area, search for items, talk to other 
characters or interact with each other. Most Adventures 
will have at least 2 or 3 Story Scenes. One story scene will 
connect to another, and eventually will lead the Friends 
to the Boss Fight!

The Boss Fight is the climax of the Adventure, the scene 
where the Friends face off against the Adventure’s real 
challenge. If the Friends defeat the Boss they’ll achieve 
their goal and beat the Adventure! Most of the time the 
Boss is a big tough monster that the Friends will have to 
defeat, like the Ogre King or the Chief of the Wolf Tribe. 
But sometimes the Boss isn’t an enemy that the Friends 
fight at all! Sometimes the Boss is a puzzle the Friends 
have to figure out or a problem they have to overcome! 
Once the Friends defeat the Boss they can move on to the 
Wrap-up Scene!

The Wrap-up Scene is the conclusion to the Adventure. 
This is the scene after the friends defeat the Boss, where 
they fist bump each other, loot the treasure room, find 
the princess or return triumphantly to the village! Use 
the Wrap-up Scene to tie up any of the Adventures loose 
ends and give the Friends a nice sense of closure. You can 
also use the Afterward scene to suggest ideas for the next 
Adventure!



Sometimes an Adventure is just too long for a single 
session! You can stretch an Adventure out into the next 
session by turning the Wrap-up Scene into a Cliffhanger 
Scene! In a Cliffhanger Scene the Friends discover that 
the Boss they just defeated was not the Adventures real 
challenge! The Adventure will continue during their next 
session, and the Boss they fight next will be a Big Boss! 

For the second part of a Cliffhanger Adventure players 
will again choose a difficulty and create a new title. An 
Adventure can never last more than two sessions.

Creating Scenes 

So I know that the game is made up of a bunch of scenes, 
but how do I actually make scenes? It’s important to 
understand that the whole point of scenes is to give 
the Friends a chance to explore Yeld, interact with its 
inhabitants and generally get in trouble. Each scene 
should address one of the ideas or themes the players 
suggested for the Adventure Title. You should create 
a scene anytime the Friends want to fight a monster, 
explore a cave, talk to the townsfolk, discover a clue, cast 
a spell, buy a magic potion, cook a berry pie, find a new 
weapon or do anything else! When you create a scene tell 
the Friends where they are and what’s going on. Describe 
the Friends location in as much detail as you can, and 
make sure to tell them if there are any other characters 
or monsters in the scene. Don’t forget to tell the Friends 
if anything interesting is happening! It’s okay to ask the 
other players if there’s anything else they’d like to see in 
the scene as well. If a player suggests something, try to 
work it in! That’s fun!

Here’s an example of the beginning of a scene:
Muriel the Black Mage and Dino the Witch Hunter sneak 
into the courtyard of the ruined castle. It’s late in the 



afternoon and shadows are forming deep in the ruins 
of the old structure. Moss grows over the fallen stones, 
and birds gather around ancient toppled statues. Strange 
animal sounds can be heard coming from an archway 
that leads deeper into the ruins. Monsters are close by!

Based on this description Muriel and Dino know where 
they are and know that there are monsters nearby. They 
can choose to fight the monsters or avoid them as they 
explore the ruins! As the scene progresses they can ask 
questions and take actions, and you can provide them 
with more information based on what the see and 
discover!

Most of the time you’ll describe the scene, but if one of 
the other players has an idea for a scene they can ask 
if they can describe it! Similarly, lots of strange people 
and monsters live in Yeld, and the Friends will probably 
meet a bunch of them in their Adventures. Most of the 
time when you introduce a character you’ll want to also 
play that character, deciding what they say and maybe 
even speaking in their voice. But it can also be fun to 
let other players play these minor characters. When you 
introduce a new character, especially a minor one like a 
shopkeeper or a wandering goblin baker, ask the players 
if they want to play the part!

Reward dice!

Easy Adventures are simple to complete but offer poor 
rewards. Dangerous Adventures are difficult and scary, 
but offer greater rewards. When players choose their 
Adventures challenge level they are also deciding how 
many Reward dice they want to try to earn. As the 
Friends spend more time in Yeld and become more 
powerful their Adventures will become harder and 
harder. However, the number of Reward dice they can 



earn at each challenge level remains the same. See the 
Campaign Guide for more details.

Easy   X Reward dice
Normal  X Reward dice
Dangerous  X Reward dice

Reward and Adventure dice adjustments: The 
formula listed above assumes a five player group 
(including the GM). For each player below 5 reduce the 
Adventure dice by 5 and the Reward dice by 1. For each 
player above 5 increase the Adventure dice by 5 and the 
Reward dice by 1. For a three player (a GM and two other 
players) Normal Adventure the Game Master would have 
X Adventure dice, and the players could earn 2-4 Reward 
dice. 

Why not always try for Dangerous Adventures? 
There are a few reasons. It’s easy to get greedy and try 
for big rewards every time, but Dangerous Adventures 
should always be very difficult to complete. And Friends 
only receive lots of Reward dice if they actually complete 
an Adventure. Most of the time this will mean beating 
the Adventures Boss Fight. If the Friends can’t beat the 
Boss, they’ll go home with just a small reward! 

Friends also may sometimes want an Adventure with less 
action and more talking. Not every Adventure needs to 
include huge epic fights and deadly traps. Friends may 
request an Easy Adventure so they can focus on role 
playing and character development, or because they 
just don’t have enough resources to take on a tough 
challenge after the last big fight!

What are Reward dice? Reward dice represent special 
rewards that the Friends receive for completing an 
Adventure. If the Friends defeat the Adventure’s Boss 



Monster they’ll receive the greater reward. If they are 
unable to defeat the Boss Monster or otherwise complete 
the Adventure then they’ll receive the lesser reward. For 
each Reward dice the Friends have they can roll on the 
Treasure Table once and keep whatever Treasure they 
discover. If they choose, the Friends can use a Reward 
dice to gain a Special die. Keep in mind that it is the 
entire group that gains Reward dice, not individual 
Friends.It’s up to the Friends to decide how they’ll split 
their Rewards!

Special dice or Treasure? Special dice are almost 
always more worthwhile than treasure. However, rolling 
on the Treasure Table gives you a chance to get your 
hands on useful equipment that you might not be able to 
buy and some of the game’s rarest weapons and armor.

Saving Reward dice

Friends might want to save up their reward dice for 
bigger rewards later!  There’s a spot on your Friend sheet 
for recording saved Reward dice. Special Items, Advanced 
Jobs and other cool stuff can be bought with Reward dice! 
Check out the Stuff Guide for more info.

(To be added: Sample Adventure)



Part 3: The Fight Guide

This section of the book is all about using your Core and 
Special dice to take actions and do stuff. It’s called the 
Fight Guide because a lot of the actions you’ll take will 
involve fights! Here’s what this section covers:

-Doing stuff 
-Dice
-Starting a fight
-The Action Chain
-Excuse me!
-Hit!
-Ghosts
-Brave Challenges
-Magic in Fights!
-Using Special dice

Doing Stuff

We’re going to spend our time interacting with the land 
of Yeld through our Friends, using the information on our 
Friend sheets. When confronted with a conflict, Friends 
will roll dice against the Game Master or each other 
to see who wins.  Conflicts will range from striking a 
monster to solving a mystery to overcoming a fear, and 
will always use Core dice (either Strong, Tough, Smart 
or Brave Core dice). When you decide to take an action 
you’ll roll the appropriate Core dice. If you want to hit 
a monster with an axe roll your Strong dice. If you want 
to try to figure out a language or solve a riddle roll your 
Smart dice. The Game Master will roll Adventure dice as 
well to represent the difficulty of the action. If your result 
is higher than his, you’ll succeed! Way to go!



You may be able to add Special dice, Weapon dice and 
Armor dice to your Core dice to improve your chances of 
success.

What does failure mean? Most conflicts will have the 
Friends rolling against the Game Master, and failure will 
simply mean that they don’t succeed at their attempted 
task. The Friends won’t have to give up, they’ll just need 
to find a different way to complete their goal. Possible 
additional info.

In a fight, failure to hit a Monster will mean that the 
Monster will survive long enough to hit back! Worse, 
failure to get out of the way or block a Monster’s attack 
will lead to your Friend losing Core dice! The lesson here? 
Don’t fail!

Who describes what happens? Any time your Friend 
does anything, you get to describe what happens. If you 
are describing the outcome of a roll your description 
must reflect the roll’s success or failure. You can’t fail 
a roll to jump over a hole and then describe how your 
Friend jumps over it anyway. Instead, you get to describe 
just exactly how your Friend almost makes it! 

While the other players get to describe what they do, the 
Game Master gets to describe what everything else does! 
The Game Master will describe the actions of the people 
the Friends meet, the Monsters that attack them and the 
strange things they see in the land of Yeld.

Dice

We’ll always roll plain old 6-sided dice while we play, 
but we’ll call those dice by different names depending on 
what we use them for. Mostly we’ll roll Core dice, Special 
dice, Weapon dice and Armor dice.



Core dice are the tools players use to make their Friends 
do stuff. Any time a Friend takes an action, she’ll roll 
Core dice to see if she succeeds. Friends start with just a 
few Core dice, and gain a few more when they take a 
Heroic Job. There’s no other way to gain Core dice.

Each type of Core die governs a specific set of actions. If 
you want to take an action, check to see which type of 
Core die you should roll. If you’re not sure, you can ask 
the Game Master. If the Game Master isn’t sure, then you 
can all just come to a decision together. Here are the four 
Core die types, and descriptions of what they do:

Strong: Your Strong dice tell you how powerful your 
Friend is. You’ll roll Strong dice to lift rocks, climb 
over walls, jump over fences, run races or do anything 
else that involves strength or athleticism. You’ll also 
use Strong dice to hit Monsters during Fights, and the 
distance you can fire a ranged weapon is based on your 
Strong dice.

Tough: Your Tough dice tell you how resilient your 
Friend is. You’ll roll Tough dice to walk all day, hold your 
breath underwater or do anything else that involves 
stamina or endurance. You’ll also use Tough dice to 
determine what kind of armor you can wear and if you 
take damage when you are hit in a Fight!

Smart: Your Smart dice tell you how intelligent your 
Friend is. You’ll roll Smart dice to notice enemies, 
understand languages, solve puzzles, pick locks, guess at 
clues or do anything else that involves intelligence and 
imagination. You’ll also use Smart dice to cast and resist 
magic! Spell casters can target monsters and friends a 
number of squares away equal to their Smart dice.



Brave: Your Brave dice tell you how brave your Friend 
is. You’ll roll Brave dice to overcome your fears, interrupt 
monsters during fights and move on the Action Board. 
You can also use Brave dice to gain back lost Core dice by 
using a Brave Challenge. If you become a ghost during 
a fight you can use Brave dice to take Ghost Actions or 
escape the Ghost world!

Special dice

Special dice represent things your Friend is good at, 
like Cooking or Karate Chops. If you are attempting an 
action that relates to one of your Special dice then you 
can roll those Special dice along with your Core dice 
and add the result. For example, if you wanted to climb 
a tree you could add your “Climbing” Special dice to 
your Strong Core dice and roll them together. You’ll gain 
Special dice when you create your Friend and again 
when you choose a Heroic Job. Friends can also gain 
Special dice by spending Reward dice. Some Weapons, 
Armor and Items give Special dice as well. 

Weapon dice

Many Weapons give Friends extra dice when they use 
them. Weapons provide extra Strong, Smart or Brave 
dice. These dice are called Weapon dice, and spells and 
abilities that affect Core dice don’t affect them. A Friend 
only needs to hold a weapon in their hand to benefit 
from its dice.

 Some Weapons also give Special dice. Even though these 
dice are given by the weapon, they are called and treated 
as Special dice. The dice a weapon or item provides are 
listed in their profile. 



Armor dice

Armor provides Armor dice to the Friend that wears it, 
but requires a certain amount of Core Tough dice to be 
worn in the first place! This means that Tough Friends 
get to wear hard armor, but weak Friends are stuck with 
soft armor! Friends add Armor dice to their Tough rolls to 
avoid taking damage in fights.

Armor comes in 4 types, Light, Medium, Heavy and God 
Armor

Light Armor requires 1 Core Tough dice and gives +1 
Armor dice
Medium Armor requires 2 Core Tough dice and gives +2 
Armor dice
Heavy Armor requires 3 Core Tough dice and gives +3 
Armor dice
God Armor requires 4 Core Tough dice and gives +4 
Armor dice

Normally you can’t use 2 kinds of armor together, but 
shields are an exception. Shields are special armor that 
can be used with any other armor. Using a shield takes 
one hand, so you can’t use a two handed weapon and a 
shield at the same time!

Shields require 1 Core Tough dice and gives +1 Armor 
dice



Starting a Fight!

As the Friends explore Yeld they’ll encounter monsters, 
evil adults, strange creatures and eventually the seven 
deadly Hunters of Yeld! The Friends will have to know 
how to fight if they hope to survive! 

A fight starts when a Friend announces that they are 
going to take an action against a monster or the Game 
Master announces that a Monster will take an action 
against a Friend. Whoever speaks first gets to take the 
first action! This action starts a round where all the 
Friends and monsters will get to take an action! 

Fights take place on a special 8 by 8 grid called the 
Action Board. You’ll need a game piece for each friend, 
plus one for each Monster. Normally, only up to 3 
monsters can participate in a fight.

After the first Friend takes an action he’ll choose who 
gets to go next by selecting either another Friend or a 
monster. He must select a Friend or Monster who has 
not yet gone this round. Once each Friend and Monster 
has taken an action the round ends and the next round 
starts! The fight is over when all the Monsters or Friends 
have been defeated!

Action Chains

If your action during a fight is successful and you choose 
another Friend to follow you in action then you’ll create 
an Action Chain. The Action Chain continues as long 
as each Friend is able to make a successful action and 
chooses another Friend to follow them. The Action Chain 
breaks if a Friend fails her action, chooses a Monster 
to follow her or if a Monster interrupts the Chain. The 
Action Chain always ends at the end of the round and 
can’t carry over to the next round.



The longer the Action Chain lasts the more powerful it 
becomes. Friends gain extra dice or attacks depending on 
how strong the Action Chain has become.

1st Action: No Bonus
2nd Action: This Friend will roll 1 extra die for the rest of 
the round
3rd Action: This Friend will roll 1 extra die for the rest 
of the round. This Friend can also take an extra action, 
immediately following this one. That action will count as 
the 4th action of the Action Chain.
4th Action: This Friend will roll 2 extra dice for the rest of 
the round.
5th Action: This Friend will roll 3 extra dice for the rest of 
the round.
6th Action: This Friend will roll 3 extra dice for the rest 
of the round. This Friend can also take an extra action, 
immediately following this one. That action will count as 
the 7th action of the Action Chain.
7th Action: This Friend will roll 4 extra dice for the rest of 
the round.

The Action Chain Song: Friends can sometimes forget 
their place in the Action Chain. It helps to call out your 
position after your action when you choose a Friend to 
follow you. You can even make a little song out of it! “I’m 
the third Friend in the Action Chain. I choose Jesse to 
dish out the pain!”

Excuse Me!

Monsters don’t always want to wait their turn, and will 
sometimes try to take a Friends turn! When a Friend 
chooses another Friend to follow him, a Monster who has 
not gone yet that round can try to interrupt by making a 
Brave roll against that Friend. If the Monster wins he gets 
to go instead, and he’ll choose who goes after him!



Friends can interrupt Monsters in the same way. Only 
one Friend or Monster can try to interrupt at a time, and 
no one can ever interrupt the first action in a fight.

Action!

Actions are actually divided into two parts, Action and 
Move. During their turn a friend or monster can move a 
number of squares equal to their Brave dice (including 
dice from Weapons). They can also take an action, which 
can include making an attack, using Special dice, casting 
a spell, using an item or making a second move. Friends 
and Monsters can choose to take their move either before 
or after they take the other half of their action. Friends 
and Monsters can move diagonally but cannot move 
through other Friends or Monsters on the action board.

Hit!

To hit a Monster (or anything else) in a Fight, roll your 
Strong dice. If you have any Special dice or Weapon dice 
that add to your Strong dice during fights, roll those 
as well. Usually Friends and Monsters have to be on 
touching squares of the action board to Hit each other, 
but friends with ranges weapons can attack from any 
square on the board. For example:

Mindy the Shepard wants to shoot the Skeleton with her 
bow. Mindy has 2 Strong dice, but her bow also gives 
her an extra Strong and Brave dice! She can also add an 
extra dice from “Holy Warrior”, a Special dice that gives 
her +1 Strong dice when fighting Undead! So Mindy will 
roll 4 Strong dice! 

To dodge or resist an attack you’ll roll your Tough dice. 
Make sure to add in any extra dice given to you by 
Armor or Items! For example:



The Skeleton only has 1 Tough dice, but he has a Shield 
that gives him an extra Armor die! He’ll roll 2 dice to see 
if he can get out of the way of Mindy’s attack!

Does Mindy Hit? She’ll need to roll better than the 
Skeleton! For example:

Mindy rolls 4 Strong dice to hit. She adds the result and 
gets 13! The Skeleton rolls 2 Tough dice to dodge. He gets 
a total of 10. Mindy hits! 

When a Friend or Monster is hurt they lose one of their 
Core Tough dice. If a Friend or Monster runs out of Core 
Tough dice then they are defeated. Monsters are knocked 
out or killed. Friends turn into Ghosts! A Ghost Friend 
won’t be able to take normal actions until they Gain 
back at least 1 Tough die!

Ending a Fight: Fights end when all Monsters or 
Friends have left the board, either by being defeated after 
losing all their Tough dice or fleeing. Once the fight has 
been won the Action Board can be put aside.

Ghosts

When a Friend loses all their Tough dice they become a 
Ghost, floating around after their Friends and watching 
them do stuff. Being a Ghost sucks! You can see your 
Friends, but you can’t communicate with them at all! 
Friends remain as Ghosts until they are able to gain back 
at least one Tough die or until their Friends return to an 
Inn.

What happens to my body? The body of a Ghost Friend 
remains where it fell. Monster will ignore it, but Friends 
can drag it around with them if they want.



Ghost Actions

As a Ghost, Friends are unable to take normal actions 
of any kind, and Monsters can’t take normal actions 
against them. However, they can take Ghost Actions. 
Ghost Actions happen just like normal actions or attacks 
during a round, and can add to the Action Chain. Ghost 
Friends can talk to each other and other ghosts they 
meet. 

Haunt: Ghost Friends can try to Haunt a spell-casting 
Monster by rolling Brave dice against the Monster’s Brave 
dice. The next spell cast by a Haunted Monster will cause 
a Magical Disaster (see the Magical Disaster Table for 
more information).

Chill: Ghost Friends can try to Chill a Monster by rolling 
Brave dice against the Monster’s Brave dice. A Chilled 
Monster will roll one less die on their next roll.

Spook: A Ghost Friend can try to Spook a Monster by 
rolling Brave dice against the Monster’s Brave dice. A 
Spooked Monster can’t use special dice on their next 
action.

Ghost Loot: Ghosts can easily see the lost items the 
living leave behind. A Ghost can roll on the Ghost Loot 
table as an action. Ghost Friends can do this a number of 
times each Fight equal to their current Brave Core dice.
Ghost Fight: Monster Ghosts roam Yeld and will often 
attack Ghost Friends they come across. Ghost Friends 
fight Monster Ghosts in the same way that they fight 
normal Monsters. To resist being hurt by a Monster Ghost 
a Ghost Friend will roll his Brave dice instead of Tough 
dice (adding Armor as normal). If a Monster Ghost does 
hurt a Ghost Friend, the Ghost Friend will lose a Brave 
die. If a Ghost Friend loses all his Brave dice he’ll go into 



a Ghost Coma and won’t be able to take any more Ghost 
actions, except for Brave Challenges. Ghost Monsters are 
explained more in the Monster Guide.

Giving up the Ghost: Ghost Friends return to life when 
they gain back at least 1 Tough die. This can happen a 
few ways.

A Ghost Friend can gain back Tough dice by succeeding 
at a Brave Challenge.
A Ghost Friend can gain back Tough dice by having the 
Refresh spell cast on them.
A Ghost Friend can gain back Tough dice by having the 
First Aid Special die used on him.
A Ghost Friend can gain back Tough dice when they visit 
an Inn.

Brave Challenges and Gaining Back Core 
Dice

It’s very likely that during a fight a Friend will lose 
several Tough dice. It’s also possible that a Friend might 
lose some of their other Core dice. Friends gain back 
Core dice by passing a Brave Challenge. To do this a 
Friend will roll all their Brave dice and consult the Brave 
Challenge table. If they have any Special dice that add to 
Brave dice (like Nap) then they should roll those as well!

Friends can attempt a number of Brave Challenges each 
game based on their age.

5-6 year old Friends can attempt 3 brave Challenges each 
game.
7-10 year old Friends can attempt 2 brave Challenges 
each game.
11-12 year old Friends can attempt 1 brave Challenge 
each game.



Brave Challenge Table:
Roll a 5 or better, gain back 1 Core die
Roll a 14 or better, gain back 2 Core dice
Roll a 20 or better, gain back 3 Core dice

For example:

Mindy the Shepard lost both her Tough dice and is now 
a Ghost. Mindy decides to try a Brave Challenge to see 
if she can gain back her Tough dice. Mindy has 2 Brave 
dice, and she rolls a total of 7. That’s enough to gain 
back a single core dice! Mindy gains back a Tough die 
and is no longer a Ghost!

If a Friend has at least 1 Tough dice left then they can 
roll to regain Strong, Tough, Smart, or Brave dice. If a 
Friend is a Ghost and has no Tough dice left they must 
roll to gain back Tough dice first. There are some Spells, 
Special dice and Items that Friends can use to add dice to 
these rolls.

Normally Brave Challenges can’t be made during fights, 
but Ghost Friend can try a Brave Challenge when it 
is their turn to take an action. Doing so can create or 
contribute to an Action Chain. If a Ghost Friend fails 
their Brave Challenges they will remain a Ghost until the 
other Friends can find a way to revive them.

Inns

Every now and then the Friends will come across an Inn, 
a safe place where they can sleep for the night. Not all 
Inns are actually Inns. Some are campsites or the homes 
of friendly villagers. Others might be elaborate hotels, 
castles or drippy caves. 

Staying the night at an Inn always costs Coins, but the 



benefits are worth it. After a night in an Inn Friends will 
gain back 1 lost Core dice without having to make a 
Brave Challenge! Friends will also be able to set the Inn 
as their Home. If all the Friends are turned into Ghosts 
they’ll automatically return to their Home Inn where 
they will immediately gain back 1 Tough die! 

You can only set one Inn at a time as your Home, 
so make sure you choose the one that’s the most 
convenient! See the Campaign Guide for more info on 
Inns, Home, Travel and the Map.

Magic in Fights!

Black Mages, White Mages, some Advanced Jobs and 
many Monsters can cast spells during a fight. Freelancers 
may try to cast spells as well using their Improvise Job 
Ability. Some spells are like ranged attacks and can 
be cast on enemies and friends from anywhere on the 
Action board, while other spells may require the target  
and caster to be on touching squares.  Casting a spell 
requires a Friend to hold either a spell book or scroll and 
to roll Smart dice against a Challenge number listed in 
the Spell’s profile. For Example:

Muriel the Black Mage wants to cast the spell “Fire Hat” 
on a Vampire. The spell requires Muriel to get at least 
12 on a Smart roll. Muriel can add any Weapon, Item or 
Special dice that she has that will help her cast the spell. 
Muriel has 3 Smart dice, plus an extra Smart dice from 
her Staff. She’ll roll 4 Smart dice and add the results. 
Muriel rolls a total of 13! The spell works!

Of course, just because a spell works doesn’t mean that 
the person it is cast on can’t resist it! To resist a spell roll 
Smart dice. Add in any bonus dice from Weapons, Items 
or Special dice that help you resist magic. You’ll need to 



beat the caster’s roll (not the target number required by 
the spell) to resist the spell’s effects. For example:

The Vampire tries to resist the Fire Hat spell. The Vampire 
has 4 Smart dice, but no other dice that he can add. He 
rolls all 4 dice and gets a 12. The Vampire fails to resist 
Muriel’s Fire Hat spell, and his head catches fire!

If a Friend or Monster is able to beat the spell’s caster on 
a Smart dice roll then the spell is completely negated. 
Nothing happens! If the target of the spell isn’t able to 
resist the spell then apply the spells effects as listed in 
the spell’s profile. Damage taken from spells cannot be 
resisted by rolling Tough dice.

Not every spell works exactly as planned, and more 
powerful casters often make deadly mistakes. If you roll 
two or more 1’s while casting a spell then you must roll 
on the Magical Disaster table! 

Using Special Dice

Special dice represent your Friend’s unique talents, 
hobbies or training. You can add your Special dice to any 
Core dice role in any situation where the skill represented 
by the Special dice would be useful. For example:

Marah the Freelancer wants to swipe the keys from the 
Goblin guards belt so she can rescue her friends. She 
has 3 Smart dice, but she also has 2 Steal dice (a kind of 
Special dice that adds to Smart when a Friend is trying 
to steal something). She’ll roll all 5 dice to see if she can 
steal the keys from the Goblin!

Most Special dice are available to any Friend, but each 
Job has a list of Special dice that are available only to 
that Job.



Special dice are meant to be used in a certain way or 
with certain Core dice. Think of them like an action 
button in a video game that you push to get a certain 
result. You’ll find instructions for using these dice in their 
listings in the Players Guide.

When you create a Friend you get one Special die based 
on the Friend type you choose. You also get to choose an 
extra Special die from the Special dice list. You can never 
have more than 3 of the same type of Special dice. For 
example, if you have 3 “Escape” Special dice then you 
can’t take any more! 

You can get more Special dice when you take a Job, or 
by using Reward dice to purchase them. Some Weapons, 
Armor and Items also give Special dice when you use or 
wear them. Special dice from Weapons, Items and Armor 
don’t count toward your limit of 3.



Part 4: The Campaign Guide

This section of the book is all about long-term play. It’s 
okay to visit Yeld every now and then for a few one-
off games, but in this chapter you’ll see how investing 
yourself in a longer, multi-session game can lead to 
much deeper and rewarding adventures! 

-Campaign
-The Story Digest
-Progress
-The Calendar
-Sweet 13
-The Map
-Travel
-Towns
-Other people of Yeld

In this section we’ll learn about the Story Digest and see 
how to use the Calendar and Map to track our time in 
Yeld. We’ll learn how to Travel and when to stay in Inns, 
and we’ll talk about taking what happened in our last 
Adventure and making it part of our next!

Below you’ll find a guide to how the Friend’s adventures 
in Yeld will probably progress and a structure for long-
term campaign play.  But don’t feel like you have to stay 
on a specific track! The important thing to remember 
is that the Friends will discover the door to Yeld, they’ll 
become stuck on the other side and they’ll undertake a 
heroic quest to find their way home. Everything else is 
just a suggestion!



Campaign

The Magical Land of Yeld is a game played out over 
several connected Adventures. The game starts with the 
Friends discovering the door to Yeld and continues as 
they explore the strange new land. Eventually the Friends 
will return to the door to find it locked. They are trapped 
in Yeld and cannot go home! This is where the true 
adventure begins! The local town elders, wise monsters, 
friendly ghosts or other helpful denzin of Yeld will give 
the Friends Heroic Jobs and set them on a quest to find 
their way home. In their new role as Heroes the Friends 
must travel across the dangerous and wild lands of Yeld 
to find the seven temples of The Hunters of Yeld. The 
Hunters are the champions of the Vampire Prince Dragul, 
and each rules a part of Yeld and guards a magical key. 
The Friends will have to defeat each Hunter and gather 
all seven keys before they can unlock the door that 
will take them home! The Friends will come to Yeld as 
children, but leave as heroes!

Think of our adventures in Yeld as episodes of your 
favorite anime, levels of your favorite video game 
or chapters of an awesome adventure novel! Each 
adventure is a story all its own, but also a part of the 
larger tale of the Friends travels in Yeld. We should work 
together to try to make each adventure satisfying, unique 
and fun! 

Story Digest

The Story Digest is our path through Yeld, a guide to 
how our adventures will likely proceed. The Story Digest 
marks the highlights and milestones of our adventures 
without determining the specifics, allowing us to create 
an epic story of our own while still traveling along the 
game’s set path.



Each of the events below marks a major milestone in our 
adventures in Yeld. How we play these events out in our 
game is up to us. Working our way through these events 
will lead us through our entire journey, from the day 
when we first find the magical door to Yeld, to our final 
confrontation with the Vampire Prince Dragul and our 
return home. Each Adventure can be dedicated to one of 
these events, or we can space these events out, tackling 
one every few sessions and using our time to explore Yeld  
instead. It’s all up to us!

Through the door! The first Adventure starts with the 
Friends discovering the magical door that connects our 
world to the Land of Yeld. How do the Friends find the 
door? That’s up to the Game Master to decide (although 
the rest of us can make suggestions!). Maybe the door 
is located in a spooky old abandoned school that the 
Friends like to sneak into? Maybe the door is hidden in 
deep in the woods at the edge of town? Or maybe one of 
the Friends, the new kid in town, discovers the door in the 
basement of the old house he just moved into!

Once the door is discovered the Friends will step into the 
magical realm of Yeld for the first time. The strange door 
leads to an empty field full of tall grass and surrounded 
by deep forest! The magical door stands open behind the 
Friends, a clear path home.

Discovering Yeld Once the Friends discover the strange 
new land that lies on the other side of the door they’ll 
probably spend a few adventures exploring their new 
world and uncovering some of it’s secrets! Because they 
can travel back and forth through the door the Friends 
can come and go from Yeld as they please. In these early 
adventures the Friends will face their first monsters and 
uncover their first treasure. During these adventures 
the Friends are dealing with trouble at home as well! 



Sneaking off to Yeld is hard work, and keeping the door 
secret from their parents, friends and neighbors is a 
real chore! Maybe bits of Yeld follow the Friends home 
through the door!
 
Exploring Yeld Eventually the Friends will wander 
far enough to discover nearby towns, monster forts and 
ruins and meet some of the inhabitants of Yeld. Monsters 
tend to be brutal and dangerous, although some are 
willing to deal with the Friends, and a few may even be 
friendly! The townsfolk are hearty and friendly people 
who have lived under the shadow of the Vampire Prince 
for centuries. The townsfolk are confused by the Friends 
appearance and strange language, but welcome them 
into their community and are happy to trade knives, 
clubs and other simple weapons for items that the 
Friends bring through the door. During this time the 
Friends will start to learn a little about Yeld. They’ll hear 
about the Vampire Prince that rules the land, and maybe 
get their first glimpse of a vampire soldier or a Storm 
Mountain renegade! They’ll also meet the Mentor that 
will eventually give them their Heroic Jobs.

Trapped! After a long adventure the Friends head back 
to the magical door to return to their own world. But the 
door is shut and will not open! The Friends are trapped in 
Yeld!

The Quest! The Mentor (a town elder, local Goblin 
trader, Wolf King or some other adult the Friends have 
met) considers the Friends plight and offers them a plan. 
Legend says that magical keys can be found in seven 
hidden temples spread throughout Yeld. With these keys 
the Friends can open the magical door and return to their 
own world! But Dragul’s most trusted lieutenants, the 
dreaded Hunters of Yeld, protect the temples and guard 
the keys. The Friends will have to challenge each Hunter 
in order to win the keys and unlock the door home!



Heroic Jobs The Mentor cannot go with the Friends on 
their quest, but neither can he send them unaided! The 
Mentor calls the Friends together to perform a magic 
ritual where each Friend is given a Heroic Job. The 
Friends are now Heroes! The Mentor brings the Friends 
weapons, armor and spell books before sending them on 
their dangerous quest!

Traveling Yeld Yeld is a vast and dangerous land, full 
of deadly monsters and ruled by the Vampire Prince 
Dragul. Vampire soldiers patrol the roads and rule 
over the scattered human towns from great fortresses. 
Somewhere in this vast hostile land are the seven hidden 
temples that the Friends must find in order to win their 
way home!

As they travel Yeld the Friends will meet the strange 
people of this land and discover clues to help them on 
their quest. The friendly towns scattered throughout Yeld 
will always welcome the Friends, and the Friends can find 
allies in the Storm Mountain rebels and Oath Breakers 
that fight Dragul’s armies from secret hidden bases. 
The Friends can set off in search of the Hunters of Yeld 
right away, or can spend time exploring Yeld, gathering 
treasure and learning how to be heroes.

The Hunters of Yeld The legendary Hunters of Yeld are 
the chief lieutenants of Dragul, and each is charged with 
protecting a part of the Vampire Prince’s vast realm. To 
find the Hunters the Friends must search out the hidden 
temples where they reside and challenge them. Like the 
boss monsters in any good video game, each Hunter 
offers the Friends a unique challenge. Only once all 7 
Hunters are defeated and their keys are in the Friends 
hands will they be able to find their way home. See the 
Monster Guide for more info on the Hunters of Yeld!



The Vampire Prince Dragul The Vampire Prince 
Dragul sits on the great ebony throne in his fortress in 
the heart of Yeld. As the first and most powerful of all 
vampires, Dragul rules the vast lands of Yeld and holds 
the loyalty of the Hunters of Yeld. The Friends may have 
to face Dragul before they can find their way home!

Going Home Once all seven magical keys have been 
collected the path home will be revealed to the Friends. 
Will they return through the magical door that first led 
them to Yeld? Or will they choose to stay in Yeld and 
continue their adventures?

I have a few questions. Do we have to go through 
these steps exactly as described? No, no. Not at all. 
These steps are just suggestions for your adventures in 
Yeld. But these steps do provide a basic structure that 
gives the game a purpose and goal.  The idea is that 
once we become trapped in Yeld we’ll be presented with 
a set of tasks that must be completed in order for us to 
get home. This is the same classic story structure seen in 
many video games, like The Legend of Zelda . That game 
follows a really simple plot: Once the princess has been 
captured, Link must discover several hidden temples and 
beat boss monsters to gather the pieces of the tri-force. 
Only after defeating these temples can he rescue princess 
Zelda. Having a story structure gives our adventures a 
purpose and our story a beginning and an end.

How soon can we close the Door? You can close the 
door back to the real world and trap the Friends in Yeld 
as soon as you want. The temptation to shut the door 
and get on with your adventures can be great, especially 
since Friends can’t take Heroic Jobs until the door has 
been closed. But adventures that happen before the door 
closes can be a lot of fun too. Make sure everyone is 
ready to say goodbye to the real world before you close 
the door!



How do we get Heroic Jobs? Heroic Jobs become 
available once the door is closed and the Friends become 
trapped in Yeld. How you actually receive these Jobs is up 
to the Game Master. In the Story Digest we suggested that 
a Mentor would give the Friends their Jobs and set them 
on their quest, but maybe you can think of something 
better! Maybe the Friends discover a chest of old armor 
and weapons in a cave, along with a scroll that tells 
them of the legend of the hidden temples? Maybe they 
meet a monster who trains them to fight in exchange for 
candy and toys from our world? How the Friends receive 
their Jobs and are set on their quest is up to the Game 
Master. You can learn more about Heroic Jobs in the 
Players Guide.

Who are the Hunters of Yeld? The Hunters are 
Dragul’s most powerful servants, each charged with 
guarding one of the seven lost temples and a magical 
key. Think of the Hunters as boss monsters from your 
favorite video games, and their temples as levels that the 
Friends have to work through.

You’ll find detailed descriptions of the Hunters of Yeld 
and their temples in the Monster Guide. But these are just 
suggestions. You can also use the Monster Guide to create 
your own Hunters!

What Happens when we gather all seven keys 
and unlock the door? Do we win the game? Yes, you 
do! You can end your adventure after you unlock the 
door, or you can keep playing through a new adventure! 
It’s up to you. Will you return home to your parents and 
the world you left behind, or will you stay in Yeld and 
continue to fight as Heroes?



Progress

Our time in Yeld will be a journey, marked by tragedy, 
triumph and lessons learned. As we progress through our 
story, defeat the Hunters of Yeld and gather the magical 
keys we’ll unlock certain benefits. Some of these benefits 
are ours for free, like the Heroic Jobs we take after we 
become trapped in Yeld. Other benefits represent ranks 
of equipment we can use, or things we can buy with 
Reward dice. Use this chart to determine what benefits 
are available to us.

Discovering Yeld: Starting from the very first adventure 
the Friends can acquire Rank 0 Weapons and Items. This 
equipment can be found as Treasure, won as Rewards or 
purchased at shops. Better Weapons, Armor and Items 
will come later.

The Door closes: Once the Friends become trapped in 
Yeld they can gain Heroic Jobs and Rank 1 Weapons, 
Items and Armor. This equipment can be found as 
Treasure, won as Rewards or purchased at shops.

2 Keys: Once the Friends have challenged two Hunters 
and acquired their Keys, Rank 2 Weapons, Items and 
Armor become available. This equipment can be found 
as Treasure, won as Rewards or purchased at shops.

4 Keys: Once the Friends have challenged four 
Hunters and acquired their Keys, Advanced Jobs can be 
purchased.

5 Keys: Once the Friends have challenged five Hunters 
and acquired their Keys, Rank 3 Weapons, Items and 
Armor become available. This equipment can be found 
as Treasure, won as Rewards or purchased at shops.



The Monsters we face will become more dangerous as 
well. Monsters will acquire better equipment, spells and 
Special dice depending on the number of Keys we have 
acquired! See the Monster Guide for more information. 

The Calendar

Keeping track of our time in Yeld is an important part of 
our adventures. Yeld has a 100-day Calendar, made up 
of four 25 day seasons. Spread throughout these seasons 
are special Holidays and events. We’ll keep track of the 
days that we spend in Yeld by marking them off on the 
Calendar. If the Friends help some lost children find their 
way back to town, then decide to sleep at the towns Inn, 
we’ll will mark the day off. If one adventure ends and 
the next one starts up 3 days later, we should mark three 
days from the calendar. This is how time passes in Yeld.

Birthdays: When we first create our Friends we rolled 
dice to determine their ages. We’ll also need to decide 
what day their Birthday falls on in the Yeld calendar. 
You can choose a day at random or choose one that you 
think is close to your Friends birthday on the real world 
calendar. For example, if your friend’s birthday is on the 
5th of May, you can choose a birthday in the late Spring 
season. 

If your Friends birthday comes while they are in Yeld 
they’ll turn a year older! This may affect the number of 
Brave Challenges you can make each game.

Sweet 13: Growing up in Yeld is dangerous, and the 
longer you stay in the magical land the older you’ll get. 
Children from the real world who turn 13 while in Yeld 
become bitter and corrupted. These Friends lose their 
childhood and become monsters! What kind of monster 
you become and how this changes your Friend is covered 



in the Monster Friends section in the Players Guide!

Holidays: Yeld has several different Holidays and special 
events listed on its Calendar. Some of these Holidays are 
celebrated all across Yeld, while others are local events. 
Sometimes traveling to certain places on certain holidays 
can unlock Rewards or other prizes! Check out the 
Holiday descriptions for more details.

Summer Holidays:

Chef Day (6th day of Summer): Chef Day is a special 
holiday to honor the cooks of Yeld! On Chef’s day all 
Food Items are 2 for the price of 1! This is the only day 
that you can buy Boulder Town Cheesecake! 

The Blue Wind Festival (12-14th day of Summer): 
Journey to the city of Korinath to enter the Kite Flying 
contest, join the Blue Wind Parade and win a Blue Wind 
Tabard!

Treaty Day (22nd day of Summer): The anniversary 
of Yeld’s broken Treaty with Storm Mountain. 

Fall Holidays:

Dragul Day (1st day of Fall): Monsters take 
advantage of Dragul’s birthday to rampage across Yeld. 
Monsters roll 1 extra dice for all actions on this Holiday!

Day of the Dead (13th day of Fall): Children dress as 
Monsters to collect candy and Treasures on this Special 
Holiday. Buy a Ghost Mask at an Inn or shop!

The Witch Fire Festival (25th day of Fall): This is 
the day that Yeld burns Witches! Witches roll 1 less die 



on this Holiday! Craftsmen in some towns make special 
masks for Witch Hunters on this Holiday!

Winter Holidays:

Keymas (10th day Winter): Towns across Yeld 
celebrate Keymas, a holiday where locals exchange gifts. 
Buy your Friends a Keymas present! If you’re visiting the 
town of Madris, check out their Keymas festival and get a 
special Keymas Ornament!

King’s Day Feast (19th day of Winter): Visit the 
ruins of Rollins Castle on Kings Day for a Feast honoring 
the last King of Yeld. If you feel lucky, you can try to lay 
claim to the ancient stone sword that lies embedded in 
the crumbling throne room. They say the hero who can 
free it will be the next King of Yeld!

The Tanzang Masquerade! (23rd-25th day of 
Winter): Once a year the city of thieves and scoundrels 
welcomes it’s neighbors to Yeld’s biggest party! You won’t 
get in without some fancy clothes! 

Spring Holidays:

Goblin Carnival (4th day of Spring):The Goblin 
Carnival only comes to the town of Tethis once a year! 
Ride the strange rides and eat the weird food! Don’t 
forget to buy Goblin Rockets!

Tournament of the Gods (17th day of Spring): 
Each year the mightiest warrior in Yeld gather for a great 
tournament! The winner receives the Elixir of the Gods!

The Wolf Hunt (21-25th day of Spring): In late 
Spring the Wolves of Yeld hold a great hunt. Those that 
prove themselves worthy are given gifts and an honorary 
place in the Wolf Tribe!



The Map

Just like we use the Calendar to record our time in 
Yeld, we use the Map to track our progress and mark 
the places we’ve explored. The Map is a grid of blank 
squares, except for the middle square, which marks 
the Door back to our world. Each square of the map 
represents a separate part of Yeld, a place that we can 
go to and explore. Some of these squares represent vast 
areas like forests, mountains, deserts and lakes.. Other 
represent smaller locations, like towns, caves or hidden 
temples.

Each time we travel to a new location, we’ll mark it on 
the Map. To do this, we simply name the square and 
describe what’s there. Here’s an example:

During our last adventure we visited The Forest of the 
Tree Prince. While we were there we saw the Tree Prince’s 
palace, fought spiders in the Spider Caves and traded 
with Goblins at the Goblin outpost. We marked this 
square of the map as “The Forest of the Tree Prince”, and 
under description we put “Tree Prince Palace, Goblin 
Traders, Spider Caves.

As we explore Yeld we’ll slowly start to fill up the map, 
adding in the places we’ve been and seen. If we want, 
we can always return to a square we’ve visited before, 
exploring it again and adding new information. Just 
because a square is already occupied by “The Serene 
Forest of Quiet Dread.” doesn’t mean that it can’t also be 
the home of “The Unicorn Meadow” and “The Caves of 
Eternal Sorrow”. Eventually we’ll fill the map, or come 
close, and we’ll be able to say we explored all of Yeld!

Traveling in Yeld: Traveling takes time. Moving from 
one map square to the next takes 4 days. If the Friends 



wanted to Travel from the square they were currently in 
to another 4 squares away, the travel time would be 16 
days! Most of the time going from one place within a 
square to another won’t require traveling, but that’s up to 
the Game Master. If the Game Master decides that going 
from the Tree Prince’s Palace to the Spider Caves will take 
a day (even though they’re located in the same square), 
then it will take a day! When you Travel, make sure to 
mark your days off on the Calendar! Do some math on 
travel times in a 200 day game.

War Hares: War Hares are giant, rugged rabbits bred for 
hard travel and warfare. War Hares are the traditional 
mounts of heroes, and can only be bought in a few 
places in Yeld. If we have War Hares, our travel time is 
reduced from 4 days between squares to just 2! War Hares 
aren’t very good at swimming, so we can’t use them if 
we’re traveling through lake or sea map squares. Check 
the Stuff Guide to see how to purchase War Hares.

The Freelancer Special die Traveler also decreases travel 
time. Find it in the Players Guide Double check.

Inns: Inns can be found all across Yeld. Sometimes 
these are actual Inns, serving food and renting beds to 
travelers. Other times these are just a safe place for us to 
sleep, like the barn of a friendly farmer or the campsite 
of a fellow traveler. Paying Coins to stay at an Inn will 
allow us to gain back lost Core dice (as described in the 
Fight Guide), but we can also set an Inn as our Home.

A Home is the spot we return to if all of us become 
Ghosts. This won’t happen often (especially if we have 
a White Mage), but it’s better to be safe than sorry! If 
we pay Coins to stay at an Inn we can select it as our 
Home. We should be sure to choose an Inn that’s on a 
map square that’s close to where we want to be. The last 



thing we want is to lose a fight on the East side of Yeld 
and reappear in our Home Inn on the West side of Yeld! 
That’s a long walk!

Other people of Yeld

Yeld is full of towns, villages, castles, farms and cities. 
As we travel we’ll meet all kinds of strange people and 
monsters. There are a few we might run into no matter 
what map square we visit!

The Postman: Yeld’s postal service is operated by a 
single young man. This Postman travels Yeld, delivering 
mail to every town and village. How he manages to 
travel so fast is a complete secret! The days that the 
Postman picks up and delivers mail are marked on the 
Calendar, and wherever we are in Yeld, we’ll be able to 
give the Postman packages and receive mail on those 
days.

For Some Coins you can send a letter to anyone in Yeld. 
If you send a letter then you’ll get one back a few days 
later. Letters may contain useful information, secret 
directions or just nice messages from friends you’ve made 
as you’ve traveled. Letters you receive may also contain a 
prize! Roll your Smart dice and check the correspondence 
table! 

16 or more, Coin Status +1
22 or more, Roll on the Luck Table
30 or more, Roll on the Loot Table

Happy birthday! On your birthday the Postman will 
always bring you a present from the Vampire Prince. This 
is a nicely wrapped package containing a Special die!

The Sushi Kid: The Sushi Kid can be found in all kinds 



of strange places. For some Coins this young chef will 
sell you Sushi or other food items. Sometimes the Sushi 
Kid may even have special items to sell! It seems like the 
Sushi Kid turns up on every map square! add a cool list 
of sushi stuff.

The Ghost Vendor: This mysterious hooded merchant 
only appears to ghosts! Ghost Friends will sometimes 
find him hanging around after fights. He usually isn’t 
interested in coins, but will often take bones, matches 
and other strange items in trade for his wares. (add a list 
of cool ghost items)



Part 5: The Monster Guide

Yeld is full of Monsters. Some are real Monsters, creatures 
like Tooth Facers, Dragons and Merdogs. Others are 
wild animals, ghosts, or even normal people. We’ll call 
every person, animal and creature that we meet in Yeld 
a Monster. Some Monsters are good and kind, and will 
want to help us on our adventures. Others are evil, cruel 
and dangerous, and will try to stab, kidnap or eat us!

-How do I use Monsters?
-Monster Formula
-Monster Special Dice and Tactics
-Starter Monsters
-Dragul and The Hunters of Yeld
-Traps

How do I use monsters?

If it’s your turn to be the Game Master, you’ll want to 
spend some time choosing or creating some Monsters 
before the Adventure. In this section you’ll find some 
Starter Monsters and the Monster Formula. You can use 
the Starter Monsters if you want, but the real fun is in 
using the Monster Formula to make your own Monsters!

What do Monsters do? Most of the Monsters you 
buy will have just one purpose, to fight your Friends! 
Sometimes you’ll want to buy a Monster so it can 
use some specific Special dice, like Trade or Gamble. 
A Monster merchant with some Trade dice is a good 
example of an interesting way to challenge your Friends 
without making them fight. Get them into a bidding war 
instead! 



Here’s the three steps you’ll go through each game to use 
your Monsters.

Step 1: Buy your Monsters: You’ll have a budget 
of Monster Points to spend on Monsters based on the 
Adventure’s difficulty. You can either buy pre-made 
Monsters or create some using the Monster Formula. 
One of the Monsters you create or buy will become this 
Adventures Boss Monster.

Step 2: Decide when to use your Monsters: Once 
you’ve created your Monsters you’ll want to plan out 
how you’ll use them. It’s hard to predict exactly how an 
Adventure will play out, but you know that you’ll start 
with a Starting Scene, have a few Story Scenes and end 
with a Boss Fight. You’ll want to save your Boss Monster 
for the Boss Fight, but you can spread the rest of your 
Monsters out anywhere you want. For example, you 
could plan to have one monster in the Starting Scene, a 
few in the Story Scenes and put one or two with your Boss 
Monster in the Boss Fight. None of this is set in stone, so 
you can change up where and when your Monsters will 
appear at any time. You may get into the Adventure and 
find that you want the Monsters you were saving for later 
to show up now! That’s fine.

Step 3: Attack! Fighting is what Monsters do best! You 
can introduce Monsters into a scene either by describing 
them as part of the scene or by announcing that they 
show up. Once a Monster is part of the scene they can 
fight the Friends. Check out the Fight Guide to see how 
Fights work. Here are some examples of how to put 
Monsters in your scene:

Describe a new scene: Mindy and Chris stumble into 
the sunken temple, splashing through the murky water. 
The temple is dark and cold, and slimy moss covers the 



broken stone walls. From behind a pile of fallen stones 
comes a deep, gurgling growl. A Mer-Dog leaps onto the 
stones, ready to attack!

Describing a Monster entering a scene:  Mindy 
and Chris have beat up the Mer-Dog, and now they’re 
searching the temple for secret passages and treasure. 
Chris finds a rusty lever, and pull on it hard. With a 
grinding sound, a secret door opens, setting loose two 
more Mer-Dogs!

The Monster Formula 

Each Adventure will give you a budget of Monster Points 
to spend on buying, building or powering up Monsters to 
challenge the Friends.

Monsters will get more powerful and have access to 
better gear as the game progresses. When we start our 
adventures in Yeld the Monsters we fight will be Rank 
0. As we face off against the Hunters of Yeld and gather 
Keys the monsters we fight will gain ranks

Rank 0: The Friends have just entered Yeld and have not 
yet gained Heroic Jobs.
Rank 1: The Friends have gained Heroic Jobs.
Rank 2: The Friends have gained 2 Keys.
Rank 3: The Friends have gained 5 Keys.

Lets build a monster!

Step 1 Choose a Monster Job: Every Monster you 
create will have one of three Jobs. Tricksters are strong 
and have lots of special dice to use. Casters are smart and 
can use magic. Bruisers are tough and wear armor. 



Rank 0 Monsters have 5 Core dice.
Trickster  Caster   Bruiser
STR 2  TGH 1 STR 1 TGH 1  STR 1   TGH 2
SMT 1 BRV 1  SMT 2 BRV 1  SMT 1  BRV 1
1 Special die  1 spell+ spellbook 1 weapon/armor/  
      item
Rank 1 Monsters have 6 Core dice.
Trickster  Caster   Bruiser
STR 2  TGH 1 STR 1 TGH 1  STR 2  TGH 2
SMT 1 BRV 2  SMT 3 BRV1   SMT 1 BRV 1
2 Special dice  2 spells+ spellbook 2 weapon/armor/ 
1 weapon/armor/ 1 weapon/armor/ item/1 Special die
item   item/Special die

Rank 2 Monsters have 7 Core dice.
Trickster  Caster   Bruiser
STR 2  TGH 2 STR 1 TGH 1  STR 2  TGH 3
SMT 1 BRV 2  SMT3 BRV 2   SMT 1 BRV 1
3 Special dice 3 spells+ spellbook 3 weapon/armor/
2 weapon/armor/   2 weapon/armor/ item/2 Special dice
item   item/Special dice

Rank 3 Monsters have 8 Core dice
Trickster  Caster   Bruiser
STR 3  TGH 2 STR 1 TGH 2            STR 2    TGH 3
SMT 1 BRV 2           SMT 3 BRV 2           SMT 1    BRV 2
4 Special dice 4 spells+ spellbook 4 weapon/armor/
3 weapon/armor/ 3 weapon/armor/ item/3 Special dice
item   item/Special dice

Step 2 Assign Monster Points: The GM will use 
Monster points to both buy and upgrade Monsters for 
the friends to fight. After the Friends have selected a new 
GM and chosen the difficulty for their next Adventure 
the new GM can start designing the Monsters they’ll face. 
Make sure to spend all your Monster points, because 
you won’t be able to save them to use later! The number 



of Monster points a GM has to spend on an Adventure 
depends on how many Keys the Friends have gathered so 
far.

0 keys: 5 monster points
1 key: 6 monster points
2 keys: 8 monster points
3 keys: 10 monster points
4 keys: 11 monster points
5 keys: 13 monster points
6 keys: 14 monster points
7 keys: 16 monster points

Buying a Monster cost 1 Monster Point

- A Monster can be given 1 additional core die for 1 
Monster Point

- A Monster can be given 1 additional 
weapon,item,armor or Special die for 1 Monster Point

- A Monster can be given a special Monster type for 
additional costs.

Remember, Monsters gain additional benefits depending 
on the Adventure’s difficulty.

Easy Adventure: Monsters gain no benefits.

Normal Adventure: Monsters gain 1 Core die or a 
combination of 2 Special dice,items, weapons or  armor. 
Boss Monsters gain a second Good or Evil die.

Dangerous Adventure: Monsters gain 1 Core die and a 
combination of 2 special dice, item, weapon or armor. 
Boss Monsters gain a third Good or Evil die



Step 3 Choose a Boss Monster: Every Adventure has a 
Boss Monsters. Boss Monsters choose a Monster type and 
have some added bonuses! 

- Boss Monsters always have 1 good or evil die
- Boss monsters always have 1 extra Tough die
- Boss monsters always get 1 extra core die
- Boss monsters always get 1 extra special die, item, 
weapon or armor

Step 3 Choose a Boss Monster and Special 
Monster Types

Some Monsters have a Special Monster Type that changes 
what they can do and how many Monster Points they 
cost. A Monster can only have 1 Special Monster Type. Is 
Boss Monster a special monster type and does the limit 
apply to boss monsters?

Boss Monster
Every Adventure has a boss monsters. Boss Monsters 
choose one of the three Monster Jobs but don’t cost and 
Monster Points. They’re free! Boss Monsters also get some 
extra bonuses!
- Boss Monsters always have 1 Good or Evil die
- Boss Monsters always have 1 extra Tough die
- Boss Monsters always get 1 extra Core die.
- Boss Monsters always get 1 extra Special die, item, 
weapon or armor

Vampire
Cost: 1 extra Monster Point. Vampires can only be used 
in Dangerous Adventures. Vampires gain an extra Strong 
and Smart die as well as the Bite and Evil Special dice for 
free. Players who are bitten by a Vampires gain an Evil 
die.Vampires leave Treasure when defeated.



Undead
Cost: Reduces the cost of a Monster by 1. There can be 
only 3 Undead Monsters purchased each Adventure. If 
Undead Monsters have a Special die to spend they must 
select the Skeleton Special die. Undead Monster’s Brave 
dice are reduced to 1.

Werewolf
Cost: 1 extra Monster Point. Werewolves can only be used 
in Normal or Dangerous Adventures. Werewolves gain 
the Good Special die. Werewolfs start in human form 
but will transform after they lose 1 Core die, gaining 
the Death Wish Special die, +1 Strong and Brave dice 
and an extra Armor die. Werewolfs leave Treasure when 
defeated.

Ghost
Cost: Ghosts do not cost any additional points. Ghosts 
start with the Ghost! Special die and +1 Brave dice, but 
have their Tough dice reduced to 0.

Mini Boss
Cost: 1 Monster Point. You can only have 1 Mini Boss, 
and only in Dangerous Adventures. The Mini Boss gains  
a Core die of GM’s choice and a Special die of GM’s 
choice. The Mini Boss leaves Treasure when defeated.

Fat Lord
Cost: 1 extra Monster Point. You can only have 1 Fat Lord 
Monster, and only in Dangerous bAdventures.The Fat 
Lords gains the Huge! 3, Fatty Fat Fatty! 3 and, Monster 
Weapon Special dice. The Fat Lord leaves Treasure when 
defeated. Friends can use an action to Feed the Fat Lord a 
Food Item. If they do the Fat Lord loses its turn this round 
if it hasn’t already taken one.



Giant
Cost: 1 extra Monster Point. A Giant is a special enemy 
consisting of three different Monsters, each representing a 
part of the Giant’s body. When creating a Giant Monster 
the GM will buy 3 different Monsters and Spend Monster 
points on them as usual. The Giant Monster counts as 
a single Monster, even though it has 3 separate profiles 
and will be represented by 3 models on the Action Board. 
The Giant Monster can only take 1 Action each round. 
The GM will decide which of the Giant Monster’s profiles 
to use each time it takes an Action. The Giant Monster 
leaves treasure when defeated.

Nightmare
Cost: 1 extra Monster Point. Nightmares gain the Evil! 
Special die. Friends who want to attack a Nightmare 
Monster must succeed at rolling Brave against the 
Monster’s Brave. If the Friend Fails they will not be able 
to attack or use spells or Ghost Actions against the 
Monster for the rest of the round. A Nightmare loses 
all it’s Tough dice if they lose a Brave dice from Fire. 
Nightmares leave Treasure when defeated.

Treasure Keeper
Cost: Free! Treasure Keepers leave Teasure for Friends 
when defeated. Treasure Keepers gain 1 Item, Weapon 
or Armor and the Greedy Special die. You must have one 
Treasure Keeper in an easy Adventure, two in a Difficult 
Adventure and 3 in a Hard Adventure. Monsters with the 
Treasure Keeper Type can select a second Monster Type.

Loot Master
Cost: Free! Loot Masters leave Loot after being defeated. 
Loot Masters gain the Snatch and Thief Special dice 
for free. You must include 2 Loot Masters in an Easy 
Adventure, 3 in a Difficult Adventure and 4 in a Hard 
Adventure. A Monster with the Loot Master Type can 
select a second Monster Type.



Badass
Cost: 1 Monster Point
Badass Monsters can take 2 Actions each round! A 
badass monster can’t choose itself to go next. Only Boss 
Monsters can be Badass.

Automatons
Cost: Reduce the cost of this Monster by 1. You can 
only use Automatons if you have also purchased a 
Clockmaker Monster. Automaton Monsters have Heavy 
armor and the Magic Proof! 3 Special die but have their 
Smart and Tough reduced to 1.

Iron Casket
Cost: 1. You can only use an Iron Casket if you have also 
purchased a Clockmaker. You can only include two Iron 
Caskets in each Adventure. Iron Caskets gain an extra 
Strong and Tough die and +1 Armor dice. Iron Caskets 
lose a Tough die when hit by a Break attack in addition 
to losing an Armor die.

Clockmaker
Cost: 1. You can only have one Clockmaker in each 
Adventure. Clockmakers gain the Overlord! Special die.

Big Boss
Cost: Free when the GM runs a Cliffhanger Adventure. 
A Big Boss gains one Tough and a Special die of GM’s 
choice. Big Boss can only be given to a Boss Monster

Crimson Minister
Cost: 1. Only usable in Dangerous Adventures. Before 
each action the Crimson Minister takes,  lower 1 Friend’s 
Coin status by 1 level. If none of the Friends have any 
Coins the Crimson Minister gains an extra Action that 
round taken directly after it’s current action. All Coins 
lost this way are returned to the Friends if the Crimson 
Minister is defeated.



Dead Mage
Cost: 1. The Dead Mage Gains an extra die when casting 
spells for every Undead or Vampire in the fight.The Dead 
Mage’s Brave is reduced to 1.

Stubborn
Cost: Free when a GM runs a Cliffhanger Adventure. 
Stubborn Monsters gain an extra Tough die and a Special 
die of GM’s choice. Choose a Monster from the previous 
session (except for the Boss Monster) to be the Stubborn 
monster.

Monster Special dice

Monster can select Special dice from the Monster Special 
dice list. While some of these Special dice can also be 
found on the Friends Special Dice list, most of these 
Special dice are designed just for Monsters! Revise and 
expand to split into 3 ranks plus boss dice.

Bite: Add to attacks when not using a weapon. Can be 
used with other Special dice.
Charge: Add to Attack and Interrupt dice on the first 
round of a fight! Can be used with other Special dice.
Huge: Attack two Friends at once. Both Friends will roll 
Tough dice to defend. If either beats your roll, neither 
Friend is hurt.
Monster Weapon: Buy this die only once. Pick up 
another Monster and use it as a weapon. Add that 
Monster’s Strong dice to your attack. The Monster you 
pick up loses it’s action this round if it hasn’t already 
taken it.
Exploder: Buy this die only once. Roll Tough against all 
Friends within a number of Action Board squares equal 
to this Monsters Tough dice. Every Friend you beat will 
loose a Tough die. Using this die reduces the Monsters 
Tough dice to 0.



Sticky Hands: Add to rolls to resist Disarm.
Fatty Fat Fatty: Add to Tough dice if you have not yet 
taken an action this round.
Lick: Add to Strong when you attack. Instead of losing a 
Tough die, the target’s next spell will automatically fail 
and they will have to roll of the Magical Backfire table.
Thick: Add to Tough against Axes, Knuckles and Clubs.
Thin: Add to Tough against Bows and Guns..
Skeleton: Add to Tough against Swords, Polearms and 
Daggers.
Ambusher: Add to actions while Hidden.
Slimy: Add to rolls to resist Snatch.
Tight Ass: Add to rolls to resist Steal.
Mage Proof: Add to Smart to resist any magic.
Snatch: Add to Attacks. Instead of losing a Tough die, 
the Monster loses a Clothes, Food or Item for the rest of 
the fight.
Break: For breaking objects and Armor! Add to Strong 
dice when you make an attack with a weapon.  If you 
hurt the Friend you attack it will not lose Tough dice. 
Instead, it’s Armor dice is reduced by 1. Armor reduced to 
0 is destroyed!
Disarm: Add to Attacks. Instead of losing a Tough die, 
the Friend cannot use his weapon for the rest of the fight.
Fight Dirty: Add to attacks! If you hurt the Friend you 
attack it will lose Strong and Smart dice instead of Tough 
dice.
Trip: Add to attacks! If you hurt the Friend you attack it 
will lose Strong and Brave dice instead of Tough dice.
Scare: Add to Brave dice to scare Friends. A Scared 
Monster will roll one less die during their next action and 
can not attempt to interrupt for the rest of the round. 
Monsters resist Scare with Brave dice.
Fly: Add to Tough when rolling to resist damage from 
non-ranged weapons.
Trample: Buy this die once. If you make an attack 
that causes a Friend to lose a Tough die, you can make 



another attack against a different Friend that hasn’t gone 
yet this round. Don’t add Weapon dice to the second 
attack!
Tentacles: Add to attacks when you aren’t using 
weapons. If you succeed, instead of losing a Tough die 
both you and the Target will loose your next action.
Cannibalize: Buy this die once. Roll Strong against 
another Monster’s Tough. If you win, reduce that 
Monsters Tough dice to 0 and gain 1 Tough die.
Poison: Buy this die once. Make an attack against a 
Friend. If you hit the mFriendyou attacked it will have a 
1 in 6 chance of losing a Tough die on it’s next turn as 
well. Can be used with other Special dice.
Multiply: Buy this die once. Split into two weaker 
Monsters by dividing your Core dice, Special dice and 
equipment. Each of the two new Monsters must have at 
least 1 of each Core dice.
Snake Eyes: Buy this die once. When attacked with a 
non-ranged weapon, roll Smart instead of Tough. If you 
win, the attacker is turned to stone and looses their next 
action. 
Snake Skin: Add to Tough. You cannot use Snake Skin if 
you have lost a Tough die this fight.
Fish Face: Add to attacks. Instead of losing Tough dice, 
the target will lose all Food Items!
Ghost: Buy once. If this Monster dies, it becomes a 
Ghost!
Greedy: Only buy this die if you also have Treasure. 
Only buy this die once. At the beginning of a Fight, roll 
on the Treasure table. You may use the rolled item in this 
fight.
Fire Breath: Buy this die once. Attacks made by this 
Monster may cause fire.
Smelly: Add to attacks. Instead of losing Tough dice, the 
target can’t use its Job Ability until the end of the next 
turn!
Self-centered: Buy this die once. You are Immune to the 



Friendship spell the first time it is cast on you this fight.
Hide and Sneak: Buy this die once. This Monster can 
start the fight Hidden.
Masochist: Buy this die once. You are Immune to the 
Hurt spell the first time it is cast on you this fight.
Death Wish: Buy this die once. You’ll be able to take 
normal actions for one extra round after losing your last 
Tough die.
Decoy: Buy this die once. When this Monster dies, 
another Monster can immediately join the fight!
Extra Legs: Add to rolls to resist Trip.
Lucky: Add to any one role this fight.
Sexy: Add to Tough against friends 12 or older
Good!: See Good! and Evil! in the Players Guide.
Evil!: See Good! and Evil! in the Players Guide.
Jinx: Add to actions taken against targets that have 
taken the same action twice this fight.
Overlord: Bring an extra monster onto the board when 
you use Reinforcement. Buy once.
Chain Gang: Add to actions when you are part of a 
Monster Chain. 
Thief: Add to attacks. Instead of losing a Tough die, the 
targets Coin status is reduced by 1!

Monster Tactics

Monsters have a few tricks that they can all rely on. Even 
the weakest monsters can give friends a run for their 
money using these Monster Tactics

Monster Chain: Just as Friends can create Action 
Chains, a Monster can get bonus dice if another monster 
chooses it to take the next action. Monster Chains work 
a little differently then Action Chains. The first Monster 
to be chosen rolls 1 extra Core die. The next monster in 
the chain rolls 2 extra core dice or can choose to take a 
second action!



Hidden: If a Monster starts a Fight as Hidden then 
during the first round it cannot be attacked until after it 
has taken an action. A hidden monster can set up on any 
spot on the action board. Only Monsters with the Hide 
and Sneak Special die can start the fight Hidden.

Reinforce: Only 3 Monsters can fight the Friends at a 
time, but Monsters can call for reinforcements when their 
friends have been defeated. If less then three Monsters 
are currently fighting the Friends, one of the Monsters 
can spend his action to call for more Monsters! If the 
Game Master has any more Monsters available, he 
can add them to the fight! The Monster that shows up 
immediately gets to take an action as part of a Monster 
Chain! Boss Monsters can’t join a fight in this way.

Monster Weapons

In addition to the regular weapon list found in the Stuff 
Guide, Monsters can also use the Monster Weapons listed 
below. These weapons are for Monsters only, and are 
unavailable to Friends.

Two handed sword 
Rank 1: Rusty Claymore  +2 STR  Special: Huge!
Rank 2: Giant’s Knife  +3 STR  Special: Huge! (2)
Rank 3: Dream Crusher  +4 STR  Special: Huge! (3)

Crossbow (one handed)
Rank 1: Assassin’s Crossbow +1 BRV Special    
     Ambusher!
Rank 2: Tanzang Mage Slayer   +2 BRV Special: Lick! (2)
Rank 3: Goblin Ballista  +3 BRV Special: Trample!,  
     Charge!



Whip (one handed)
Rank 1: Horse Whip +1 SMT Special: Tentacle!
Rank 2: Slavers Whip +2 SMT Special: Tentacle! (2)
Rank 3: Overlords Whip  +3 SMT Special: Tentacle! (3)

Whip note: When using Tentacle! instead of losing your 
next action you can choose to drop the whip. Whips lost 
in this way can be retrieved at the end of a fight.

Dragul and the Hunters of Yeld

The Vampire Prince Dragul rules over the land of 
Yeld, and the Hunters of Yeld are both his most trusted 
lieutenants and the guardians of the 7 Keys that we’ll 
need to collect to unlock the door home. Each Hunter 
makes his home in a special temple guarded by deadly 
traps, mind shattering puzzles and terrifying monsters. 
We’ll have to challenge all 7 of the Hunters, and maybe 
Dragul himself, to win our way home!

The Hunters of Yeld and the temples they inhabit draw 
inspiration from our favorite adventure video games. 
Think of the Hunters as the boss monsters at the end of 
each temple in the Zelda games, the giant god monsters 
from the Shadow of the Colossus or the epic bosses from 
the classic Final fantasy games. Each Hunter and their 
temple offers a unique challenge,

(This section is under construction! Rules for Dragul and 
his Hunters are coming soon!)



Part 6: The Player Guide

Our Adventures in Yeld are dangerous. We’ll have to 
struggle and fight just to survive. The Player Guide gives 
us everything we need to face off against the Hunters of 
Yeld and fight for the magical keys that will open the 
door back to our home!

-Choosing Heroic Jobs
-Job Trainers
-Choosing Advanced Jobs
-Monster Friends
-Special dice list
-Spells

Choosing a Heroic Job

We’ll start our adventures as simple children, exploring 
Yeld from the safety of the door that connects the 
magical land to our home in the real world. Eventually 
the magical door will close, and we’ll be trapped in Yeld. 
Each of us will take a Heroic Job as we start our long 
journey to find our way home. Each of us will choose 
one of the 8 Jobs listed below. Two of us can’t take the 
same Job, so we should spend a few minutes talking 
about who wants what Job and why they want it. Jobs 
give us special powers called Job Abilities, as well as 
two additional Core dice, two additional Special dice, 
a list of weapons that we can use and access to a list 
of Job specific Special dice. When we take a Job we’ll 
also receive the Jobs traditional costume and any other 
equipment that the Job requires (as listed under each 
Jobs Acquire entry).



Which Job do I take? It’s important to take a Job that’s 
right for you as a player. If playing an Oath Breaker 
sounds boring, then please don’t take that Job! Take a Job 
that does the kind of things you want to do. If you want 
to blow things up and flirt with evilness, then choose 
Black Mage! If you want to shrug off magic and taunt 
casters, choose Witch Hunter! Keep in mind that you can 
change your Job later in the game if you want. See Job 
Trainers later in this Guide for more details.

If you’re having trouble deciding, you might want to try 
Freelancer or White Mage. The Freelancer does a little bit 
of everything, and playing one lets you try out all kinds 
of fun stuff. The Freelancer also has access to some of the 
most unique and useful Special dice in the game!  White 
Mages are universally useful for their healing magic and 
will always be welcome in any Adventure. 

Just Remember: Each Job also has a role playing 
reminder that starts with the words“Just remember”. If 
you’re not sure what your friend should do or how the 
would act, just remember those words!

Black Mage

The Black Mage protects her friends by using magic 
drawn from the night, cold, loneliness and the evil places 
of Yeld. Black Mages are the most destructive of all the 
Heroic Jobs, harnessing evil magic to inflict pain and 
suffering on their enemies. Black Magic corrupts, and 
even the most heroic Black Mages often fall to evil.

Just remember: “I don’t have to hurt you... but I can!”
The Black Mage gains +2 Smart dice
Weapons: Staff and Dagger
Special dice: ???
Acquire: Costume, Black Magic Book, 1 Weapon



Job Ability: Black Magic The Black Mage can cast 
Black Magic using her Smart dice. She must hold a Spell 
Book to cast spells. Black Mages can also cast Red Magic 
from Red Magic Books or Scrolls that she finds. Black 
Mages can cast each of their Spells a number of times per 
Adventure equal to their Core Smart dice.

Freelancer

The Freelancer uses speed, intelligence and courage 
to protect his friends. Freelancers travel the roads and 
waterways of Yeld, selling their services to those good 
men and women who can afford them and helping 
those that can’t. Freelancers are well loved for their 
competence, resourcefulness and ingenuity.

Just remember: “Being pretty good at everything is better 
than being great at just one thing!”
The Freelancer gains +1 Brave, +1 Smart dice
Weapons: swords, axes, clubs, bows, daggers, pole arms, 
staffs, knuckles
Special dice: Gamble, Trade
Acquire: Costume, 2 Weapons
Job Ability: Improvise Freelancers do a little bit of 
this and a little bit of that, picking up the slack for 
their friends. During each Adventure the Freelancer 
has 5 Improvise dice that she can use at anytime. The 
Freelancer can use these dice as any type of Special dice 
(even ones normally reserved for other Jobs) or can add 
them to her Smart dice to try to cast spells from a Spell 
Book or Scroll. 



Oath Breaker

The Oath Breaker uses strength and rage to protect her 
friends. The men and women of Yeld are forced to swear 
loyalty to the Vampire Prince, but those that choose to 
fight against him are labeled as Oath Breakers. These 
mighty warriors roam the forests and mountains of Yeld, 
striking against Draguls armies where they can. 

Just remember: ???
The Oath Breaker gains +1 Strong and Tough dice
Weapons: club and axe
Special dice: Charge, Break
Acquire: Costume, 1 Weapon, Light Armor or Shield
Job Ability: Finishing Move Once each fight the Oath 
Breaker can use her Finishing Move to do a special attack 
where she’ll roll 2 extra Strong dice and deal an extra 
damage! The Finishing Move leaves the Oath Breaker 
vulnerable, and she’ll have to skip her next turn. While 
the oath breaker is vulnerable she’ll only roll half her 
tough dice when defending until she is able to take an 
action. 

Shepherd

The Shepherd protects his friends with wisdom, caring 
and his bow. The Shepherds of Yeld are more than simple 
sheepherders. Shepherds lead their flocks through the 
wild lands of Yeld, carrying messages and warnings 
between isolated towns and bringing hope to men and 
women on the brink of despair. 

Just remember: ??? 
The Shepherd gains +1 Brave and Strong dice
Weapons: bow, staff
Special dice: First Aid, ???
Acquire: Costume, 1 Weapon



Job Ability: Flock You have a flock of sheep!  Your flock 
has 1 of each Core dice, plus 1 Charge die and 1 Bite die. 
When you acquire your first Rank 2 Weapon your Flock 
will become more powerful, gaining a STR, TGH and 
BRV Core die. They’ll receive the same bonus when you 
acquire your first Rank 3 Weapon. Shepherds can also 
choose to spend their Reward dice to buy their flock extra 
Special dice. If your flock is killed it will return at the 
beginning of the next session.

Soul Thief

The Soul Thief uses stealth, shadows and cutting blades 
to protect her friends. The Soul Thief is a terrifying 
opponent, able to rip the life essence from their enemies 
and use it as a weapon against them. Although the 
good people of Yeld respect the Soul Thieves that stand 
against Dragul, few can bring themselves to look these 
frightening warriors in the eye.

Just remember: ???
The Soul Thief gains +1 Strong, +1 Brave dice
Weapons: sword, dagger
Special dice: Jump, Hide & Sneak
Acquire: Costume, 1 Weapon
Job Ability: Steal Soul Kill a Monster, gain a soul. 
After any attack (successful or otherwise) spend 2 souls 
to make a second attack on a target within range. This 
attack cannot include Special dice. A Soul thief can hold 
up to 6 souls.

White Mage

The White Mage protects his friends with magic based 
on imagination, warmth and love.  Filled with light and 
grace, White Mages bring the power of White Magic to 
the choked and dying land of Yeld. White Mages know 



their job is to protect their friends as they heal Yeld of the 
blight of Draguls vampire armies.

Just remember: ???
The White Mage gains +1 Smart and Brave dice
Weapons: staff and club
Special dice: ???
Acquire: Costume, White Magic Book, 1 Weapon
Job Ability: White Magic The White Mage can cast 
White Magic using his Smart dice. He must hold a Spell 
Book to cast spells. White Mages can also cast Red Magic 
from Red Magic Books or Scrolls he finds. White Mages 
can cast each of their Spells a number of times per 
Adventure equal to their Core Smart dice.

Witch

The Witch uses cruelty, mystery and wild magic to protect 
her friends. The Witches of Yeld can never be caged, 
captured or controlled! They ride through the night skies 
of Yeld on magical flying brooms, and rain wild curses on 
any Monster that crosses their path! The people of Yeld 
who wish to save their daughters from Dragul often give 
them up to Witches to raise. 

Just remember: ???
The Witch gains +1 Brave and Smart dice
Weapons: brooms and daggers.
Special dice: Fire Proof,  Excuse Me
Acquire: Costume, Broom
Job Ability: Witch Curse Any time a Witch makes a 
successful attack against a target she may place a curse 
on that target. The target will roll a die for each curse 
placed on it. On a roll of 6 the Target suffers the effect of 
the curse. Curses are rolled for at the beginning of the 
targets first action every round until the end of the fight.



Witch Hunter

The Witch Hunter protects his friends from magic. Witch 
Hunters know that magic is a destructive and unnatural 
force. Magicians cannot be trusted, and the Witch 
Hunters stand ready to strike down any magic user that 
abuses his power. Because Yeld is a magical land, Witch 
Hunters have always been unpopular and despised by 
the people of Yeld. To protect themselves, Witch Hunters 
wear masks that obscure their identities.

Just remember: ???
The Witch Hunter gains +1 Smart and Tough dice
Weapons: staff, club and dagger
Special dice: Tease, Fight Dirty
Acquire: Costume, 1 Weapon, Mask
Job Ability: Magic Proof The Witch Hunter shrugs 
off magical attacks! While wearing his mask the Witch 
Hunter always doubles his Smart dice when rolling to 
resist magic.

Job Trainers: Job Trainers are special individuals found 
in cities, villages and temples across Yeld. Visiting a Job 
Trainer allows a Friend to switch Jobs! Switching Jobs 
costs 3 Reward Dice. Choosing a new Heroic Job in this 
way lets you gain all the listed benefits from that Job. 
However, you lose the listed benefits from your previous 
job, including the Core dice, Special dice, Weapons and 
the Job Ability that that Job provided. Black and White 
Mages lose the ability to cast their Job spells.  You also 
can no longer buy Special dice from that Jobs unique 
Special dice list, although you still keep any Special dice 
that you have already purchased from that list. 



Advanced Jobs

Once we have defeated four of the Hunters of Yeld and 
taken their keys, we can choose to make a Job change 
to an Advanced Job. Advanced Jobs are Jobs that are 
different and more specialized than the original eight 
Heroic Jobs. Heroes must unlock an Advanced Job before 
they can select it. To unlock an Advanced Job Heroes 
must visit a Job Trainer and take on a special quest. 
Heroes can only choose an Advanced Job if they pay 4 
Reward dice and complete the Quest associated with that 
Job.
Advanced Job Quests: Quests are special Adventures that 
we need to complete to unlock Advanced Jobs. There are 
8 Quests, each unlocking a different Advanced Job. 
When a player pays Reward dice to accept a Quest what 
he’s saying is that he wants one of the next Adventures 
to be that Quest! Each Quest is simply a title and a short 
description. The details of that Quest are up to the Game 
Master that chooses to make the Quest the focus of their 
Adventure! Remember, if you can think of a cooler quest, 
then feel free to do that instead! 
As the Game Master you’ll need to create an Adventure 
that revolves around the Quest. Read the Quest 
descriptions (found in the Advanced Job profiles below) 
and come up with a cool Adventure and suitable Boss 
Monster. Just like any other Adventure, the players will 
give you suggestions and help you choose a title! Once a 
Quest is accepted, it remains active until it is completed.

Drudge Angel

The Drudge Angel protects her friends with the strength 
of love, the power of hate and the point of her spear. 
Drudge Angels are servants Hades, the warden of the 
afterlife. They are warriors torn between good and evil, 
chosen to protect the land of Yeld, but feared by its 
people.



Quest: “Oath of Death” Pledge your soul to Hades by 
seeking out his hidden temple and challenging his 
champion.

Just remember: ???
The Drudge Angel gains +1 Strong and Tough dice.
Weapons: Pole Arm, dagger
Special dice: Jump, Good! or Evil! (Drudge Angels can 
buy both Good! and Evil! dice)
Acquire: Costume, Pole Arm
Job Ability: Divine Chaos The Drudge Angel can 
manipulate Good! and Evil! to help her friends by casting 
Prayer and Wrath spells. Drudge Angels can cast each 
of their Spells a number of times per Adventure equal to 
their Core Smart dice.

Oracle of the Serpent God 

The Oracle protects his friends through obfuscation, 
prophecy and deft movement. Oracles reside in Yelds 
most secret and mystic places, glimpsing the future and 
listening to the whispers of the Serpent God.

Quest: “Defy the Serpent God” Appeal to the Serpent 
God and solve his puzzles to win the right to become an 
Oracle.

Just remember: ???
The Oracle of the Serpent God gains +1 Smart and Brave 
dice
Weapons: knuckles
Special dice: Lie, Escape
Acquire: Costume, Knuckles
Job Ability: Prophecy The Oracle of the Serpent God 
can see the future and move fast enough to change 
it. If the Oracle makes a successful action this round, 
he may take a second action later in the round. The 



Oracle cannot choose himself to follow him in action. 
Additionally, the Oracle can spend a Smart die to 
automatically cast the White Magic spell Oracle of the 
Serpent God.

Skull 

The Skull protects his friends with the power of death. 
Skulls are ghosts that have found a way back to 
the world of the living. Strange and powerful, these 
frightening warriors haunt the dark corners of Yeld and 
keep the Ghost World safe from the minions of Dragul.

Quest: “Little Ghosts” Visit the Ghost World and protect 
the ghosts of dead children from the Phantom Matron of 
Yeld!

Just remember: ???
The Skull gains no Core dice.
Weapons: None
Special dice: Grateful Dead, Scare
Acquire: Costume, Bones (5)
Job Ability: Wake the Dead The Skull has few powers 
in life, but becomes a terrifying opponent after he dies. 
As Ghosts, Skulls gain +2 Strong, Smart and Brave dice 
and can cast Black Magic from the Skull spell list. 

Vampire Hunter 

The Vampire Hunter protects his friends from Vampires. 
The greatest champions of the people of Yeld, the 
Vampire Hunters set themselves against Dragul’s undead 
armies. These brave and cunning warriors are among the 
few that can stand against the Vampires of Yeld and live 
to tell of it.

Quest: “The only good vampire…” Murder some 
vampires.



Just remember: “The only good vampire is a... actually, 
there AREN’T any good vampires!”
The Vampire Hunter gains +2 Brave dice
Weapons: sword, club and stakes.
Special dice: I Know About Vampires!, Excuse Me! 
Job Ability: Coup de Grace The Vampire Hunter 
knows how to use his weapons to hurt vampires! A 
Vampire Hunter can fight holding a Sword, Club or 
Stake in each hand. If he hurts a Vampire in a fight with 
one weapon he can immediately make another attack 
against a Vampire (the same one or a different one) with 
the other weapon.

Monster Friends

Friends that turn 13 in Yeld have been permanently 
influenced by the land’s magic and transformed into 
monsters! Friends who reach their 13th birthday must 
replace their Job with a Monster Job. Friends with Evil! 
dice must take Vampire. Friends with no Evil dice must 
take Werewolf. Monster Friends cannot travel through 
the magical door that leads back to the real world. To 
rid themselves of their monster curse, these friends must 
defeat the Vampire Prince Dragul! See Sweet 13 in the 
Campaign Guide for more information.

Vampire Friend

The Vampire burdens his friends with his bloodlust and 
selfishness.

Just remember: ???
The Vampire gains +1 Strong, Tough and Brave dice
Weapons: Sword, Dagger, Staff, Clubs
Special dice: Bite, Dead
Job Ability: Drink Blood You have a 1 in 6 chance 
of gaining an extra Core Die after making a successful 



attack. Dice gained in this way last until the end of the 
session. You can never have more than 5 of any one type 
of Core die.
Job Ability: Vampire Curse Spells that give back 
Core Dice do not work on you. You can only use Brave 
Challenges if you are a Ghost.

Werewolf Friend

The Werewolf burdens her friends with her rage and fear.

Just remember: “I don’t want to hurt anyone, but I don’t 
know if I can control myself!”
The Werewolf gains +2 Brave dice
Weapons: Clubs, axes
Special dice: Charge, Run
Job Ability: Transformation After losing a Tough 
dice, you’ll turn into a werewolf. You’ll gain +2 Strong 
and Tough dice, the Deathwish Special die the Bite 
Special die (3). Starting at the beginning of your next 
action, and continuing on each following action, you will 
lose 1 Smart dice. Once you reach 0 Smart dice you will 
attack a random Friend or Monster each action. Smart 
dice lost this way are replenished at the end of the fight.

Special dice list

Here’s a list of the Special dice available to every Friend. 
Friends can buy these Special dice using Reward dice. 
Some equipment also grants extra Special dice. You can’t 
buy more than three of the same Special dice for your 
Friend, but a Friend with three of the same Special die 
and a Special die from a piece of equipment can roll 
those dice together. For example:

Marah has 3 Break Special dice. She can’t buy a 4th 
Break die because of the 3 die limit. But she can use a 



Club, which gives her an extra Break die. She can roll 
all 4 dice together when she makes an attack to break a 
Monster’s Armor!

So here’s the list, with instructions for using each die. If 
the instructions for a Special die don’t indicate which of 
the 4 Core dice to add it to, choose whichever one you 
think is most appropriate for the situation. Unless noted, 
2 different kinds of Special die cannot be used together!

Some Special dice entries include the phrase “buy this 
Special die once”. This means you only need to buy 
this Special die once to gain its benefits. You don’t add 
these Special dice to any rolls. Instead they grant special 
abilities!

Black Magic Protection: Add to Smart rolls to resist 
Black Magic.
Boy stuff: The secret knowledge of Boys! Add to rolls 
against Friends who are boys.
Break: For breaking Armor! Add to Strong dice when 
you make an attack with a weapon.  If you hurt the 
monster you attack it will not lose Tough dice. Instead, 
it’s armors dice is reduced by 1. Armor reduced to 0 is 
destroyed! You can also add to rolls to break doors and 
other objects.
Bullseye!: Add to Strong dice when you make an attack 
with a ranged weapon.  If you hurt the monster you 
attack it will not be able to use Special dice for the rest of 
the fight!
Charge! Add to Attack and Interrupt dice on the first 
round of a fight!  During the first round of the fight you 
can move a number of extra spaces on the Action Board 
equal to your Charge! dice. Can be used with other 
Special dice.
Clean: Clean someone’s house for money! Roll Tough 
and consult the Labor Table. This is a Chore Special die.



Climb: For climbing up rope, over walls and across 
rocks! Add to Strong.
Cook: Create your favorite food items! Add to Smart 
dice. See the Cooking Table for more information. This is 
a Chore Special die.
Cry: No one likes hitting a crying kid! Add to Brave dice 
against a Monsters attack. If you succeed, the Monster 
will have to re-roll his attack against another Friend.
Disarm: Add to Attacks. Instead of losing a Tough die, 
the Monster cannot use his weapon for the rest of the 
fight.
Do things with rope!: Tie knots, lasso, swing or walk 
across! Add to Smart or Strong.
Escape!: Get away from your captors or run from a 
fight! Leave a fight on your turn by rolling Escape! with 
your Brave dice. The GM will choose a Monster in the 
fight to roll Brave against you.
Excuse Me!: Add to Brave dice when you interrupt 
Monsters!
Fight Dirty: Add to attacks! If you hurt the Monster you 
attack it will lose Strong and Smart dice instead of Tough 
dice.
Fire Protection: Add to Tough dice to resist Fire.
First Aid: Buy this dice once. First Aid allows you to try 
a Brave Challenge on a Ghost Friend. Doing so counts 
against the number of Brave Challenges you can try 
each game. You cannot use First Aid during a fight!
Fish: Go Fishing! Add to Strong and consult the Fishing 
chart. You must have a Fishing Pole to fish! This is a 
Chore Special die.
Gamble: Win at games of chance! Add to Smart dice. 
Monsters resist Gamble by rolling Smart dice.
Girl Stuff: The secret knowledge of Girls! Add to rolls 
against Friends who are Girls.
Grateful Dead: Do stuff better as a Ghost! Add to all 
Ghost actions. Can be used with other Special dice.
Grown-up Stuff: The secret knowledge of Grown-ups! 



Add to rolls against or about adults. This die cannot be 
used during fights.
Hide & Sneak: Add to Brave to hide from or sneak up 
on Monsters! Friends who have at least one Hide & Sneak 
die can start a fight hidden (unless a Monster declared 
the first attack). Monsters cannot take actions against a 
hidden Friend, except to try to discover them by rolling 
Smart dice. 
I know about animals! Secret knowledge of animals! 
Add to rolls against or about animals. This die cannot be 
used during fights.
I know about Monsters! The secret knowledge of 
Monsters! Add to rolls against or about Monsters. This die 
cannot be used during fights.
I know about nature! Secret knowledge of plants, 
seasons and wild places! Add to rolls against or about 
nature. This die cannot be used during fights.
Jump: Jump high and far! Add to Strong.
Karate Chop: Add to attacks when you aren’t using a 
weapon! Doesn’t work against Monsters with Medium or 
Heavy Armor.
Languages: Add to Smart to understand and speak 
other languages.
Letter Writing: Write letters! Add to Smart! See the 
Correspondence table for details! This is a Chore Special 
die.
Lie: Tell a fib! Add to Brave. Monsters resist lie by rolling 
Smart dice.
Lift: Pick up a heavy load! Add to Strong.
Mage Proof: Add to rolls to resist magic.
Nap: Add to Brave Challenge rolls to regain lost Strong 
or Tough dice! You can’t use this if you are a Ghost!
Perform: Add to Brave to sing, dance, act or throw your 
voice. Monsters can remain unimpressed by rolling Smart 
dice.
Play: Add to Brave rolls to regain lost Smart or Brave 
dice. You can’t use this if you are a Ghost!



Pick Locks: Pick locks! Add to Smart.
Red Magic Protection: Add to Smart rolls to resist Red 
Magic.
Run: Run fast! Add to Brave when trying to get 
somewhere fast or outrun a Monster. You’ll move an 
extra space on the Action Board for each Run dice.
Scare: Add to Brave dice to scare Monsters. A Scared 
Monster will roll one less die during their next action. 
Monsters resist Scare with Brave dice.
Sew: Add to Strong to repair clothes and armor! See the 
Sew Table for more information. This is a Chore Special 
die.
Smell Magic: Add to Smart dice to detect nearby or 
recent magic or to identify magic users. magic users can 
try to resist your detection by rolling Smart. 
Snatch: Add to Attacks. Instead of losing a Tough die, 
the monster loses a Clothes, Food or Gear Item for the 
rest of the fight.
Steal: Steal an item! See the Steal table! Roll Smart dice. 
Steal is opposed by Smart dice.
Swim: Swim! Add to Tough.
Tease: Piss a monster off! Force a Monster to take their 
next action against you. Tease uses Brave dice and is 
opposed by Smart dice.
Trade: Barter for goods! Add to Smart! Use Trade to 
reduce the cost of an item from Tons to Lots or from Lots 
to Some.
Trip: Add to attacks! If you hurt the Monster you attack 
it will lose Strong and Brave dice instead of Tough dice.
White Magic Protection: Add to Smart rolls to 
resist White Magic, and to Armor rolls against Called 
Monsters.

Odd Job Special dice: Some Special dice let you earn 
money, create items or repair equipment. These are 
called Odd Job Special dice and include Clean, Cook, 
Fishing, Letter Writing and Sewing.  Odd Job dice can be 



rolled once per game.  The Game Master doesn’t need 
to create a special scene so you can play out how your 
Friend baked a pie or cleaned a barn . Instead these Odd 
Jobs happen off screen in-between other scenes. If you 
really want a scene where your Friend catches a fish or 
writes a letter you can certainly ask for one! 

A Friend can only ever have a single type of Odd job 
Special die. You can’t learn to cook and sew. No one is 
that smart! 

Good! and Evil! Special dice: Friends with Good or 
Evil dice gain access to items and Special dice with the 
title Righteous or Wicked. Having Good or Evil dice allow 
a Friend to purchase Righteous or Wicked Special dice. 
For every Evil or Good die you have you may purchase 
1 of the following using your reward dice. Check out the 
Equipment guide for a list of items and the Spells section 
of the Players guide for a list of spells you can purchase 
with Good or Evil dice.

Wicked Special dice

Hungry Ghost: Buy this dice once. As a Ghost roll your 
Brave dice against a non-Ghost Monster’s Brave dice. 
If you succeed, take an immediate Brave Challenge. 
You may use this dice even if you have no more Brave 
Challenges to use.

Greedy: Buy this die once. A Friend with Greedy can 
always choose to go first at the beginning of a fight 
even if another Friend or Monster has announced an 
action. Doesn’t work against Monsters or Friends with the 
Ambusher or Backstab Special dice

Frightening: Buy this die once. The first time a Monster 
tries to attack you it must roll Brave dice against your 



Brave dice. If the Monster fails it cannot attack and will 
lose it’s turn.

Wicked Stride: Buy this die once. A Friend can split 
their movement to move both before and after they make 
an attack or cast a spell.

Righteous Special dice

Ghostly Cheerleader: Buy this die once. Cheer your 
friends on from the afterlife. As a Ghost roll your Brave 
dice against a Monster. If you succeed, all Friends roll an 
extra die when taking any action against that Monster 
until your next turn. Monsters resist your Brave roll with 
a Brave roll of their own.

Wingman: Buy this die once. A Friend can give up her 
action to support her Friends. Until the beginning of her 
next action all other Friends may reroll their first failed 
roll. Using Wingman counts as a successful action for the 
Action Chain.

Holy Roller: Buy this die once. Your Brave Core dice are 
doubled for the purpose of determining how many spaces 
on the Action Board you can move during this round. 
During the next round, your Brave Core dice will be 
halved (rounded down) for the same purpose.

Righteous Fire: Attacks made by this Friend against 
Monsters with Evil dice may cause Fire.

Job Specific Special dice

Each Heroic and Advanced Job has a unique list of 
Special dice set aside just for that Job. Friends can spend 
a Reward die to buy a Special die from their Job list. 
In some cases these Special dice are also available on 



Weapons, Armor and Items.

Black Mage Special dice

Sacrifice: Add to attacks with Daggers. If this attack 
kills a Monster, add your Sacrifice dice to your roll when 
you cast your next spell!
Hate: Add to Smart or Strong dice when casting a spell 
or making an attack against a Monster that has hurt 
you. You can use Hate with other Special dice.
Blood Draw: Buy this die once. Spend a Tough die to 
cast a Spell without it counting toward the number of 
spells you can cast this Adventure.

Freelancer Special dice 

Looter: Buy this die once. Rerollone Treasure Table or 
Loot Table roll this game.
Daredevil: Roll with Brave against any attack or spell 
that would cause the Freelancer to lose a Tough die. If 
your roll beats the roll that would cause the Tough die to 
be lost, the Freelancer loses a Smart die instead. 
Karma: Reroll any roll that includes 3 or more dice with 
the result of 1. Buy this Special die once.

Oath Breaker Special dice

Last One Standing! Add to Strong, Brave and Tough 
dice if you are the last Friend standing in a fight! Can be 
used with other Special dice.
Brutal Courage: Add to Brave if you have hurt a 
Monster in this Fight. Can be used with other Special 
dice.
Headbutt: Add to Attacks! If you hurt the Monster it will 
lose a Smart and Brave die instead of a Tough die. 



Deathblow: Add to attacks if you have killed a Monster 
in this fight. Can be used with other Special dice.

Shepherd Special dice

Knock: Add to Strong when attacking with a Staff. 
Instead of losing a Tough die, the Monster you attack 
won’t be able to make an attack this round. Only works 
on Monsters that haven’t gone yet this round.
Sniper: Add to Strong and Brave when attacking with a 
Bow if this is your first attack in this fight. Can be used 
with other Special dice.
Shepherd Song: Buy this die once. Spend your action 
singing. Until your next action all Friends will roll 1 extra 
die to cast or resist Spells.
Traveler: Decrease overall Map travel time by two days. 
Buy this Special die once.

Soul Thief Special dice

Back Stab: Add to Strong and Brave when attacking 
after you use your Hide & Sneak Special dice! Can be 
used with other Special dice.
Lightning Strike: Add to Strong when you take the first 
action in a round. Can be used with other special dice
Combo: Add to Strong if you are attacking a Monster 
that you have already used Back Stab, Charge, Lightning 
Strike, Fight Dirty or Trip against.
Throw: You can throw any weapon! Roll with your 
Strong dice to make a ranged attack using any weapon 
you have. Don’t add any Weapon dice to this attack. The 
weapon will be lost after this attack. Can be used with 
other Special dice. 



White Mage Special dice

Holy Warrior: Add to Strong when fighting Undead!
Last Chance: Add to Smart dice when casting a 
spell if that is the last time you can cast that spell this 
Adventure.
Spell Store: Cast Refresh 1 extra time each game for 
each Spell Store die you have.

Witch Special dice

Voodoo Doll: Roll with Smart against a Monster. If you 
win, that Monster must make an attack or cast a spell 
against another Monster on its next action if possible. 
You cannot move during the round that you use Voodoo 
Doll. Monsters resist Voodoo Doll by rolling Smart.
Magic Potion: Buy this die once. Create Magic Potions 
that can be used by any Friend!  Once per game roll 
Smart dice to see how many potions you can create! You 
can use a potion before any action during a Fight. Roll 
a die and check the chart below to see the result. Magic 
Potions count as Food Items.

10 or more, 1 Potion
18 or more, 2 Potions
24 or more, 3 Potions

1- Death Syrup! Lose a Tough die!
2- Toxic Sludge! Go last next round, but recive the Poison 
Special die for the rest of the fight!
3- Brain Muscle Soup! Switch your Smart dice with your 
Strong dice for the rest of the Fight.
4- Power Chain Potion! For the rest of the fight failing 
your action will not break the Action Chain!
5- Monster Repellent! Roll 1 extra Armor and Mage Proof 
die for the rest of the fight!



6- 20 Foot Tall Stew! Gain the Huge! Special die for the 
rest of the fight!

Dive Bomb: Add to attacks if you used the armor bonus 
from a Broom to successfully defend against an attack 
this round. You inflict a Witch Curse on your target even 
if your attack misses.
Witch Courage: Buy this die once. Reroll once any 
failed attack or defense roll if you rolled less dice then 
your opponent.

Witch Hunter Special dice

Revenge: Add to Strong when attacking Monsters that 
have hurt another Friend during this fight.
Judgement: Add to Strong when attacking a spell-
casting Monster that has not yet cast a spell this round. 
If you hurt the Monster they must roll on the Magical 
Backfire table
Shield Bash: If you have a Shield and successfully block 
an attack, you can immediately make an counterattack 
using just your Shield Bash dice and your Strong Core 
dice. Doing this does not count as your action this round. 
You cannot Shield Bash if you have already taken an 
action this round.
Witch Burner: Buy once. When you successfully resist a 
spell your next attack may cause Fire.

Drudge Angel Special Dice

Launch: Add to attacks. If you hurt a Monster it will lose 
2 Tough dice. Lose your next action.
Resurrection: As a Ghost, roll with Brave dice against 
a Friend to come back to life. The Friend you roll against 
loses all Tough dice and becomes a Ghost. You must have 
Evil! dice to use Resurrection. 
Sacrifice: Roll with Brave dice against a Ghost Freind 



to lose all Tough dice and become a Ghost. The Ghost 
Friend you roll against returns to life with 1 Tough die. 
You must have Good! dice to use Sacrifice.
Challenge: Roll with Brave against a Monster. The 
Monster you challenge cannot take actions against other 
Friends until you are defeated. You cannot take actions 
against other Monsters until the one you challenged is 
defeated. Monsters roll Brave dice to resist Challenge.

Oracle of the Serpent God Special dice

Prophecy: Buy this die once. Reroll a failed die roll. 
Using this die causes you to lose a Smart die.
Obfuscation: Confuse Monsters with lies. Add to Smart 
when rolling to avoid an attack or spell. If you win, the 
attack hits a random Friend or Monster instead! You can 
also add your Lie Special dice to this roll. You can only 
use Obfuscation if you haven’t lost any Core dice this 
fight.
Banish: Add to Brave. Use Banish to force a Called 
Monster to leave a fight. Monsters that control Called 
Monsters can resist Banish using Smart dice. 
Snake Punch: Buy this die once. Any attack roll you 
make that includes three 1’s automatically succeeds. 

Skull Special dice

Bite: Add to attacks when not holding a weapon. Can be 
used with other Special dice.
Death Clock: ???
Cannibalize: If your attack reduces a monsters Tough 
dice to 0, gain back 1 Core die at the beginning of your 
next action.
Dig your own Grave: Add to Tough when resisting 
damage. You cannot move on your next turn.



Vampire Hunter special dice

Head Chop: Buy this die once. After you kill a Vampire, 
you can chop off it’s head and carry it around as an Gear 
Item. At any time you can destroy the head as a free 
action to gain a re- roll. You can also cash in the head to 
a Job Trainer for either a Reward die.
I Know About Vampires: The secret knowledge of 
Vampires! Roll 1 extra die against monsters with the 
Vampire special monster type. You cannot use this die 
during fights.
Armor of Will: Add to Armor against attacks from 
Vampires.

Spells

Magic is a force of nature in the land of Yeld. Warriors 
brandish magic on the battleground, craftsmen use it as 
a tool in the workshop and Monsters wield it to devastate 
towns and terrorize travelers

Different kinds of spell casters use different kinds of 
magic. Black Mages draw on the power of shadows, 
loneliness and anger to cast Black magic. White 
Mages cast spells that evoke the power of imagination, 
friendship and loyalty.. A Black Mage can never cast 
the spells of a White Mage and a White Mage can never 
cast the spells of a Black Mage. A Freelancer can use his 
Improvise ability to try to cast a Black or White spell. 
There are rare kinds of magic that are only available to 
certain Advanced Jobs. Drudge Angels cast special Wrath 
and Prayer spells, while Skulls have their own list of 
Black magic spells to cast from.

Some monsters cast Red spells. If Black Mages, White 
Mages or Freelancers can find Red Magic spell books they 
to can try to cast these spells. 



Spells come in Spell Books. Black and White spell books 
list the entire range of Black and White spells. Red spell 
books or scrolls tend to list just one or two Red spells. To 
cast a spell a Black Mage, White Mage or Freelancer must 
be holding a spell book in their hands. Skulls cast spells 
by spending Bones, while Drudge Angels don’t seem to 
require any kind of book or totem at all.

Black Spells

Hurt    Challenge: 6  
Effect: Cast Hurt to cause a Monster pain! The Monster 
loses 1 Tough dice.

Blind    Challenge: 9  
Effect: Causes a Monster to go Blind! If the Monster 
misses it’s target with an  attack or spell it will hit an 
adjacent Monster (or itself if there is no other target) 
instead. Lasts until end of fight. 

Fire Hat   Challenge: 12  
Effect: Set a Monster’s head on fire! The Monster will roll 
1 less die for all actions for the rest of the fight. Monsters 
can break this spell by beating a 10 on a Brave roll after 
their next action. This spell may cause Fire (see Fire in 
the Players Guide)

Scary Face   Challenge: 15 
Effect: Scare a monster! ???

Invisible Cloak  Challenge: 18  
Effect: This spell makes the Black Mage completely 
invisible. In a fight the spell lasts for one round, but 
the caster can make a new Smart roll against the spell’s 
challenge number as a free action each round to stay 



invisible. Monsters only roll half their Strong or Smart 
dice and never add Weapon dice when trying to attack 
or cast a spell on the invisible Black Mage. Instead of 
moving a Monster can roll Smart dice  against this spell’s 
challenge number to take actions against the Black Mage 
as normal for the rest of this round.

Betray Friend  Challenge: 21  
Effect: This spell protects Black Mages from harm by 
shifting that harm to their friends! A Black Mage casts 
this spell on herself. The next time the Black Mage would 
lose a Core die she instead chooses another Friend to lose 
one for her.

Backfire   Challenge: 24  
Effect: After the Black Mage casts this spell on a Monster. 
The next time that Monster casts a spell it looses 1 Smart 
die and has a 50% chance of the spell failing.

Explode   Challenge: 27  
Effect: This spell makes things explode! The Monster 
that this spell is cast on loses 2 Tough dice. Monsters on 
adjacent Action Board squares can roll Armor + Tough 
dice against a difficulty of 10 to avoid losing a Tough die.

Hurt All   Challenge: 30  
Effect: Black Mages use this spell to hurt a bunch of 
Monsters at the same time! All Monsters in the fight lose 
1 Tough dice.

Death Curse   Challenge: 33  
Effect: Black Mages use this spell to sentence a Monster 
to death! Each round the Monster loses one of each Core 
dice.



White Spells

White spells that start will the word “Call” are used to 
summon Monsters that the White Mage can command. 
These Monsters have their own profile and are controlled 
by the White Mage. Called Monsters always act right 
after the White Mage who controls them, and can act on 
the same turn they were called.  Called Monsters actions 
neither benefit from or break the Action Chain. Called 
Monsters will only stick around for a limited amount 
of time, so make sure to use them right away. A White 
Mage can only Call one Monster at a time, but can 
dismiss a Monster at anytime. 

Call Cute Automaton  Challenge: 6  
Effect: Calls a three foot tall, adorable little Automaton to 
defend the caster.
Cute Automaton (Called Monster)
Duration: 5 rounds Strong 3  Tough 1 Smart 1 Brave 3
Special Dice: Tease 1, Break 2, Mage Proof 1

Refresh   Challenge: 9  
Effect: White Mages use this spell to heal hurt Friends. 
Restores 1 Core dice to the caster or any Friend.

Call Escape Goat  Challenge: 12  
Effect: Often summoned by White Mages in dire need, 
this somewhat intelligent but fairly ordinary goat will 
chew through ropes, lead you up a treacherous path or 
drag you to safety. On his back he carries a pack that 
contains a small knife, a jar of oil, matches, a sturdy 
rope, a lock pick kit, sewing needle and thread and three 
silver coins. In a pinch you can also eat the goat. It is 
assumed that each time you cast this spell you get the 
same goat. No one knows who restocks the packs
Escape Goat (Called Monster)
Duration: awhile Strong 3 Tough 2 Smart 2 Brave 4



Bag of useful stuff  
Special Dice: Hide and Sneak 2, Backstab 2, Disarm 1, 
Snatch 1, Bite 2

Friendship   Challenge: 15  
Effect: If cast on a Monster, this spell causes the Monster 
to lose it’s next action. If cast on a Friend, this spell 
causes the Friend to roll an extra die for their next action.

Call Horde of Sheep  Challenge: 18  
Effect: Calls a horde of rampaging sheep that tear 
through the Monsters in front of them before vanishing. 
The Horde of Sheep count as a single monster.
Horde of Sheep (Called Monster)
Duration: One Round Strong 5 Tough 1 Smart 1 Brave 
4
Special Dice: Bite 1, Charge 2 (can be used on the turn 
the sheep are summoned)

Unicorn Speed  Challenge: 21  
Effect: White Mages cast this spell to help them move 
faster and avoid attacks. The Friend this spell is cast on 
gains 2 extra Brave dice until the end of the fight.

Call Serpent Oracle  Challenge: 24  
Effect: Calls a mysterious Serpent Oracle, who can cast 
spells and predict the future, but refuses to answer 
questions.
Serpent Oracle (Called Monster)
Duration: 3 rounds Strong 2 Tough 2 Smart 4 Brave 4
Serpent Strike +1 Strong 
Special Dice: Lie 2, Magic Proof 2
Spells: Hurt, Blind, See the Future, Speak of Snakes

Bright Armor   Challenge: 27 
Effect: The caster encases himself in spiritual armor, 
gaining the benefit of Heavy Armor and Magic Proof 2. 



The armor lasts a number of rounds based on your core 
Brave dice. While the armor is active you may not move 
more than 1 space per action.

Refresh All   Challenge: 30  
Effect: Caster and all Friends regain 1 Core die, or 1 
Friend regains 2 Core dice.

Call War Hare  Challenge: 33  
Effect: Calls a mighty War Hare. War Hares are huge 
beasts that can rip warriors to shreds and shrug off 
cannon fire.
War Hare (Called Monster)
Duration: 3 rounds Strong 5 Tough 4 Smart 4 Brave 6
Bunny Claws: Strong +2  Plate Armor +3
Special Dice: Magic Proof 2, Excuse Me! 1, Huge

Red Spells (pending revision)

Torch Dagger        challenge 6
Effect: Your weapon burst into flames! Caster gains +1 
Brave dice, and their attacks may cause Fire. Caster can 
make an attack immediately after casting this spell. This 
spell lasts \until the end of the Fight.

Creepy Touch  Challenge: 9  
Effect: This creepy touch causes men and monsters to run 
scared! Target will go last this round.

Mud Armor   Challenge: 12  
Effect: The caster encases themselves in gross, sticky, 
super hard mud! Caster Gains +1 Armor dice, but will 
roll 2 less Brave dice. Lasts until the end of the fight or 
dismissed.

Ghost Punch   Challenge: 15  
Effect: Target Ghost loses 1 Core die. Ghost Friends can 



cast this spell on living monsters. 

Hurt Good/Evil  Challenge: 18  
Effect: Cast this spell to hurt Good or Evil monsters. The 
Target has Good or Evil dice they subtract those from the 
number of dice they use for the rest of the fight.

Volcano Punch  Challenge: 21  
Effect: The caster charges his attack with the heat and 
power of molten lava! The caster adds +2 Strong dice to 
their next attack. This attack may cause Fire. Caster can 
make an attack immediately after casting this spell.

Raptor Dive   Challenge: 24  
Effect: This special Jump attack catches enemies by 
surprise! The caster adds +3 Strong and +2 Brave dice to 
their next attack. The caster is considered to have the 
Special dice Jump 2 for this attack. Caster can make an 
attack immediately after casting this spell.

Skeletonize   Challenge: 27  
Effect: This spell strips the flesh from the enemy’s bones! 
The target of this spell loses 1 Tough, Strong and Brave 
die.

Stop Time   Challenge: 30  
Effect: Target can take an extra action next round 

Apathy   Challenge: 33  
Effect: Black and White spells may not be cast until after 
this casters next turn.



Serpent Oracle Spells

These spells are cast by the Serpent Oracle.

See the Future  Challenge: 21
Effect: This spell lets a Friend re-roll their next failed roll.

Speak of Snakes  Challenge: 15
Effect: Calls 1 to 3 Snakes. Roll a die to determine how 
many Snakes are placed on the action board. Place them 
anywhere on the board except adjacent to a Friend or 
Monster. The Snakes will not move but will immediately 
attack any Friend or Monster that moves into an 
adjacent space.
Snakes (Called Monster)
Duration: Until the end of the fight.
Strong 1  Tough 1 Smart 1 Brave 1
Special Dice: Bite 2, Poison 1, Snakeskin 2 

Prayer Spells

Prayer spells are special White magic spells cast by 
Drudge Angels. Drudge Angels add their Good! dice to 
their Smart dice when casting these spells. White Mages 
can also learn these spells if they acquire them in the 
form of Spell Books or Scrolls.

Tears of Heaven  Challenge: 9  
Effect: Shed a tear for your enemies. Casters actions 
cannot be interrupted for the rest of the combat. 

Combat Insight  Challenge: 12  
Effect: Protect yourself! Target cannot be affected by 
Disarm, Snatch, Break or Trip during this fight.

Harsh Comfort  Challenge: 15  
Effect: Heal wounds…. at a cost! Target gains back 1 



Tough die, but their highest Core die (other than Tough) 
is reduced by 1.

Stigmata   Challenge: 18
Effect: Bleed to show your faith! The caster rolls 1 extra 
Strong and Brave die for each Tough die she has lost this 
fight. Lasts until the end of the fight.

Second Life   Challenge: 21
Effect: May your second life be better then your first! Cast 
on a Friend who has returned from the Ghost World. 
They will roll 1 extra Strong, Tough and Smart die, but 
one less Brave die, for the rest of the Adventure.

Wrath Spells

Wrath spells are special Black magic spells cast by 
Drudge Angels. Drudge Angels add their Evil! dice to 
their Smart dice when casting these spells. Black Mages 
can also learn these spells if they acquire them in the 
form of Spell Books or Scrolls.

Hell’s Reach   Challenge: 6  
Effect: Sharpen your spear! The bonus dice provided by 
the casters Pole Arm or Dagger are doubled. Lasts until 
the caster fails an attack.

Harsh Justice   Challenge: 9  
Effect: Cut down your enemies! All Monsters will roll one 
less Armor die this round. If this spell fails the caster will 
roll 1 less Armor die this round instead.

Blinding Rage  Challenge: 12  
Effect: Vent your rage!  Target Monster and caster lose a 
Tough die.



Leviathan Gaze  Challenge: 15 
Effect: Silence a Monster! The Monster cannot speak or 
cast spells during its next action.

Army of the Dead  Challenge: 18  
Effect: Sacrifice yourself to summon the Armies of Hell 
to wreck vengeance on your enemies! All Monsters in 
the fight lose 1 Tough die and must beat this spell’s 
Challenge number with a Brave roll to take any actions 
for the rest of this round. The caster loses all of her Tough 
dice.

Skull Spells

Skull spells are special Black Magic spells cast by Skulls. 
Skulls must spend a Bone each time they cast a Skull 
spell. Black Mages, Drudge Angels and Freelancers 
cannot learn these spells. 

Call Dead Guy  Challenge: 6  
Effect: Calls a shambling corpse to do the Skulls bidding.
Dead Guy (Called Monster)
Duration: 3 rounds Strong 3 Tough 2 Smart 0 Brave 1
Special Dice: Charge 1, Bite 2, Skeleton 1

Reap    Challenge: 9  
Effect: Devour your enemy’s soul! If your next attack 
hurts a Monster, gain 1 extra Brave die until the end of 
the fight. Caster can make an attack immediately after 
casting this spell.

Bone Dance   Challenge: 12  
Effect: Dance the dance of death! Cast this spell while in 
the Ghost World. Living Monsters roll 1 less die during 
the next round. Ghost Monsters lose 1 Tough die. 



Ghost Punch   Challenge: 15  
Effect: Target Ghost loses 1 Core die. Ghost Skulls can cast 
this spell on living Monsters.

Suicide  Challenge: 18  
Effect: Become a Ghost! Caster loses all Tough dice.

Righteous Spells

Righteous spells can be bought with Good dice.

Blessings from the Ice Princess  Challenge: 
12
Effect: On their next turn all Monsters move 1 less square 
on the Action Board for each of the caster’s Good dice. 
On their next turn all Friends gain the Bury 1 Special die 
each of the caster’s Good dice. Does Bury still exsist?

Resurrection  Challenge 27
Effect: Target Ghost Friend may immediately make a free 
brave challenge at +1 die per caster’s good dice to gain 
back tough dice. Isn’t there a special die that does this?

Summon Magic Mop  Challenge 21 
(I bet this was supposed to have more text?)

Wicked Spells

Wicked spells can be bought with Evil dice.

Cheat Spell  Challenge 33
Effect: Target gains +1 to all Core dice and doubles all 
dice provided by weapons for a number of turns equal 
to caster’s Evil! dice. The target of this spell loses all 
remaining Brave Challenges and can only be brought 
back from being a Ghost by staying at an Inn or use of 
the First Aid Special die. A caster who fails to cast this 



spell rolls twice on the Magic Backfire table.

Witch Curses

A Witch can choose to place a Curse on a Monster each 
time she makes a successful attack. Curses last until the 
end of the fight.

Lazy Curse 
Make a monster feel sleepy!
Effect: Target can only move half it’s normal movement 
this turn.

Sunburn Curse 
Give a Monster a really nasty sunburn. Ouch!
Effect: Target catches Fire

Rusty Curse 
Turn a Monster’s armor old and brittle.
Effect: Target rolls 1 less armor die.

Sad Curse 
Make a Monster feel sorry for himself and lose his 
fighting spirit!
Effect: Target rolls 1 less Strong die.

Funky Curse 
Make a Monster smell funny. Other monsters won’t want 
to be his friend!
Effect: Target does not gain the benefits or contribute to 
the Action or Monster Chain.

Moldy Curse
Make a Monster’s stuff gross and sticky!
Effect: Target loses the use of 1 Clothes, Food or Gear 
item.



Part 7 The Stuff Guide 

This part of the book is all about the cool stuff we’ll find 
on our adventures in Yeld. In this section we’ll learn 
about Coins, Weapons, Armor, Fishing Poles, Clothes, 
Food and all the neat stuff you’ll need as you explore 
Yeld. You’ll also find the tables for Treasure, Loot and all 
kinds of other stuff! 

Coins and Wealth

As we travel Yeld we’ll accumulate various kinds of 
wealth. Often this will take the form
of coins, but sometimes it will be gems, jewelry or other 
things of value. Very often we’ll 
simply win the items and weapons we need as Treasure, 
but every now and then we
might be asked to pay for something!

Each Friend’s wealth is measured in Coins, and the 
amount of Coins a Friend has is 
always either None, Some, Lots or Tons. Each Friend 
starts out with None. The first time a Friend finds any 
wealth her None changes to Some. If you spend or lose 
coins the Game Master may tell you that you now have 
None. If you gain more coins, the Game Master may tell 
you that you have Lots. Anytime you gain, lose or spend 
Coins the Game Master will tell you if your Coin status 
has changed.

How much does stuff cost? The cost of goods and 
services is up to the Game Master. Some items may be too 
expensive to be purchased unless you have Lots or Tons 
of Coins. Some items are cheap, and you can purchase 
several of them before your Coin status changes. Once 
the cost of an item is established by the Game Master it 
remains fixed for the duration of the game. Many items 



will cost more than just coins. Merchants may want rare 
items, fish, favors or strange loot in exchange for their 
best goods!

Can I use Coins for anything else? Giving Coins 
to the poor builds your character and increases your 
luck. If you give Coins to the poor you’ll be able to roll 
on the Luck table, but you’ll reduce your Coin Status 
by one rank. You can give coins to the poor once each 
Adventure.

Weapons

When the Friends first come to the land of Yeld they 
won’t know how to use weapons. Later, the Friends will 
each take on a Heroic Job and learn how to use certain 
weapon types. Any Friend can pick up any weapon and 
use it, but unless that weapon is on their Job’s weapon 
list they won’t gain any dice from using it!

Holding Weapons: Each weapon grants Weapon 
dice that you can add to your Friends Core dice. Some 
weapons also give Special dice. Special dice given by 
a weapon can be used even if the Special dice is from 
another Jobs list! Friends only gain the benefit of these 
dice if they are holding the weapon. A Friend must hold 
a two handed weapon with both hands to attack with 
it, although a two-handed weapon will still grant a 
friend it’s Weapon dice if held in a single hand. Friends 
decide which Weapons and Items they are using at the 
beginning of each round of a fight. 

There are 11 types of weapons. Swords, Daggers, Clubs, 
Axes, Staffs, Bows, Guns, Brooms, Pole Arms, Stakes and 
Knuckles. Melee weapons can attack any adjacent space 
on the Action Board. Ranged Weapons can attack any 
space on the Action Board.



Swords: Swords give extra Strong and Brave dice.  
Swords are melee weapons.

Daggers: Daggers give extra Brave dice. Daggers are 
melee and ranged weapons. If a Dagger is sued as a 
ranged weapon it cannot be used again  until the end of 
the fight.

Clubs: Clubs give extra Strong dice. Clubs also give 
Break Special dice! Clubs are less powerful than axes, 
but you can use them in one hand! Clubs are melee 
weapons.

Axes: Axes give extra Strong dice. Axes are more 
powerful than Clubs but must be used two-handed! Axes 
are melee weapons.

Staffs: Staffs give extra Smart dice. Mages prefer 
staffs for casting spells in fights! Staffs are two-handed 
weapons, but a mage who wants to cast a spell can still 
benefit from the Staff’s extra dice if he holds it in one 
hand. Staffs are melee weapons.

Bows: Bows give extra Strong and Brave dice. Bows are 
two-handed weapons. Bows are ranged weapons.

Brooms: Brooms are special weapons used only by 
Witches. Brooms are melee weapons. There are no Rank 
0 Brooms.

Polearms: Polearms are Special Weapons used by 
Drudge Angels and some Monsters. The Polearm is the 
only Weapon with a 4th Rank! There are no Rank 0 
Polearms. Polearms are melee weapons.



Guns: Guns give extra Strong dice and use special 
ammunition. Only Gun Mages can use Guns. There are 
no Rank 0 Guns. Guns are ranged weapons.

Stakes: Stakes give extra Brave dice. Only Vampire 
Hunters can use Stakes. There are no Rank 0 Stakes. 
Stakes are melee weapons.

Knuckles: Knuckles give extra Strong and Poison dice! 
Oracles and some Monsters use Knuckles. There are no 
Rank 0 Knuckles. Knuckles are melee weapons.

Weapons come in 4 ranks:

Rank 0 Weapons are meant for beginners. These are the 
weapons the Friends are most likely to carry with them 
from home or find when they first arrive in Yeld. Rank 0 
Weapons provide a single  Strong, Smart or Brave die, but 
never any Special dice.

Rank 1 Weapons are acquired when the Friends first 
take their Heroic Job. Rank 1 Weapons add a mix of Core 
and Special dice depending on the weapon type.

Rank 2 Weapons can be found, won or bought after the 
Friends defeat 2 Hunters. Rank 2 Weapons add a mix of 
Core and Special dice depending on the weapon type.

Rank 3 Weapons can be found, won or bought after the 
Friends defeat 5 Hunters. Rank 3 Weapons add a mix of 
Core and Special dice depending on the weapon type.

The only Rank 4 Weapon, the Pole Arm called 
Lonesome Ocean, can be attained after the Friends defeat 
6 Hunters.



Creating Named Weapons

The weapon list below provides stats for generic weapons 
that Friends will find as the explore Yeld. Several higher 
quality named weapons of each rank are available that 
provide Friends with additional Special dice . The Game 
Master should feel free to add Special dice and a name 
to the weapon stats listed below to create new named 
weapons. For example: Escape Artist Knife: Rank 2, +3 
Fast, Special dice: Escape 1. 

Swords: Swords get a +1 to Strong and Brave for each 
rank. 
Rank1  +1 Strong, Brave
Rank2  +2 Strong, Brave   
Rank3  +3 Strong, Brave

Axes (2 hands): Axes get a +1 to Strong for each rank. 
Rank1  +2 Strong
Rank2  +3 Strong  
Rank3  +4 Strong

Bows (2 hands, ranged): Bows get a +1 to Strong and a 
single Special die for each rank. 
Rank1  +1 Strong, Special die
Rank2  +2 Strong, Special die  
Rank3  +3 Strong, Special die

Daggers: Daggers get a +2 to Brave for each rank.
Daggers can be used as ranged weapons.
Rank1  +2 Brave
Rank2  +3 Brave  
Rank3  +4 Brave

Clubs: Clubs get a +1 to Strong and a Break Special die 
for each rank. 
Rank1  +1 Strong. +1 Break



Rank2  +2 Strong. +2 Break
Rank3  +3 Strong. +3 Break

Staffs (2 hands): Staffs get a +1 to Smart for each rank. 
Rank1  +2 Smart
Rank2  +3 Smart  
Rank3  +4 Smart

Broom: Brooms get a +1 to Strong and a Fly Special die 
for each rank. 
Rank1  +1 Strong. +1 Fly
Rank2  +2 Strong. +2 Fly
Rank3  +3 Strong. +3 Fly

Guns (ranged): Guns get a +1 to Strong and a single 
Special die for each rank.
Rank1  +1 Strong, Special die
Rank2  +2 Strong, Special die  
Rank3  +3 Strong, Special die

Polearms (2 hands): Polearms get a +1 to a Core die each 
rank, and one Special die.
Rank1  +1 Strong, Special die
Rank2  +1 Strong, Smart, Special die  
Rank3  +1 Strong, Smart, Tough, Special die
Rank 4    +1 Strong, Smart, Tough, Brave, Special die

Stakes: Stakes get a +1 to Brave for each rank. 
Rank1  +1 Brave
Rank2  +2 Brave  
Rank3  +3 Brave

Knuckles: Knuckles get a +1 to Strong and a Poison 
Special die for each rank. 
Rank1  +1 Strong. Poison
Rank2  +2 Strong. Poison
Rank3  +3 Strong. Poison



Torches and Fire

Torches are special items that can be used as weapons. 
Torches always provide +1 Strong dice. A Monster that is 
hurt by a Torch may catch on fire!

There are lots of things in Yeld that might cause a Friend 
or Monster to catch fire, including spells like Fire Hat, the 
Monster Special die Fire Breath and Torches. If a Friend or 
Monster is attacked or affected by something that causes 
Fire, they’ll need to roll a die at the beginning of each 
round for the rest of the fight. On a roll of 6 they’ll lose 
1 Brave die. If a Monster or Friend is reduced to 0 Brave 
dice by fire they will immediately leave the fight!

Armor

Armor comes in 4 types: Light, Medium, Heavy and God 
Armor

Light Armor requires 1 Core Tough dice and gives +1 
Armor dice

Medium Armor requires 2 Core Tough dice and gives +2 
Armor dice

Heavy Armor requires 3 Core Tough dice and gives +3 
Armor dice

God Armor requires 4 Core Tough dice and gives +4 
Armor dice

Shields require 1 Tough dice and give +1 Armor dice. 
Shields can be used with other pieces of armor. You’ll 
need a free hand to use a shield.



Armor doesn’t always come as complete suits. Sometimes 
Friends will find just a glove, shoulder pad or helmet. 
Even this partial armor will provide the full armor bonus. 

Creating Named Armor

The generic armor that Friends will find as they explore 
Yeld will only provide armor dice, but GM’s can Special 
dice to armor to create named armor. The number 
of Special dice that can be added to a piece or armor 
depends on the Armor’s Rank:

Rank 1 Armor provides up to 1 Special die. 
Rank 2 Armor Provides up to 2 Special dice. 
Rank 3 Armor provides up to 3 Special dice. 

Item Types

Friends will come across all kinds of neat and useful 
items on their adventures! Items provide Special dice or 
other benefits. Some items must be held, while others 
must be worn. Some items, like Berry Pie or Jerky, have 
to be eaten or otherwise consumed in order to gain their 
benefit! There are 3 types of Items, Clothes, Food and 
Gear!

Clothes Items

Clothes give Friends Special dice or increase the number 
of Food items they can carry. Some clothes give other 
benefits as well! Clothes can be worn on the Head, Neck, 
Body, Hands, Waist or Feet. The location that a clothes 
item can be worn on is listed in its entry. A Friend can 
wear 6 clothes items at one time, but can never wear two 
that go in the same location!



Clothes items come in 3 ranks:

Rank 1  1 Special die or carry 1 extra of a 
specific food item.

Rank 2  2 Special dice or carry 2 extra of a 
specific food item.

Rank 3   3 Special dice or carry 3 extra of a   
   specific food item.

Food Items

Food Items include any item that can be consumed and 
often grant Friends a one time bonus or other benefit. A 
single Food Item can be consumed right before a Friend 
takes an action. Once food is eaten it goes away and 
can’t be used again! Each Friend can carry one food item. 
here are a few example Food items: 

Berry Pie  +1 Tough on your next roll
Hot Sausage  +1 Strong on your next roll
Jerky   +1 Brave on your next roll
Sushi   +1 Smart on your next roll



Gear Items

Gear items grant Special dice or other benefits while a 
Friend holds them in a hand. A Friend can carry up to 
3 Gear Items, but can only hold one at a time. All Spell 
Books and Scrolls are Gear Items. Spell Books contain 
more than 1 spell, while scrolls contain only a single 
spell.

Rank 1  1 Special die or Spell Book or Scroll

Rank 2  2 Special die or Spell Book or Scroll or   
   1 extra Brave Challenge

Rank 3  3 Special die or Spell Book or Scroll or   
   1 extra Brave Challenge

Named Weapons, Armor and Items

Here’s a selection of named equipment that Friends may 
discover, buy or steal while traveling Yeld.

Special Item Sets: There are rare items scattered 
across Yeld that can be won or found if you know where 
to look! Each of these items is a unique part of a set. If 
worn together, these sets give Friends access to Set Bonus 
abilities!

Master Sushi Set: Wear all three Items to learn the 
Wasabi Recipe!

Precision Sushi Knife:
Rank 2 Dagger  +3 BRV, +1 STR
Special dice: Cook 1, Karma 
Receive this item after creating 30 Food Items



Hachimaki Headband:
Rank 3 Head Item  +1 SMT  Special dice: 
Cook 1, Headbutt
This Clothes Item can be purchased from the Sushi Kid 
once Rank 3 Items are available.

Perfect Bento Box:
Rank 1 Shield      
Benefit: Carry 1 extra Food Item
This Armor can be purchased from the Sushi Kid on the 
Chef Day Holiday!

Set Bonus: The Wasabi Recipe! While you wear the 
Master Sushi Set the bonus provided by Food Items you 
create lasts until the end of a fight.

The Postman’s Set: Wear all three Items to learn the 
Postman’s Stride!

Postman’s Cap:
Rank 1 Light Armor:     
Special dice: Run 1
Buy this item from the Post Man on your birthday!

Postal Bag:
Rank 2 Gear Item     Benefit: You 
can carry up to 5 Gear Items (in addition to the Postal 
Bag)
Trade the Postman 3 Watches for this item.

Running Shoes:
Rank 3 Foot Item  +1 BRV  Special dice: 
Traveler
Receive this Clothes Item after you write 20 letters. 

Set Bonus: The Postman’s Stride! While you are wearing 
this set you always gain 1 extra die from the Action 



Chain. If you fail an action that is part of the Action 
Chain, you may reroll that action!

Bushi Set: Wear all three Items to learn Double-Handed 
Strike Mastery!

The Samura Blade:
Rank 3 Sword   +3 STR, +3 BRV 
Special dice: Challenge 3
Trade 20 Swordfish to any Inn or Shopkeeper to receive 
this Weapon.

The Sakai Blade:
Rank 2 Dagger:  +3 BRV  
Special dice: Quick Draw 2
This Weapon can be purchased from Job Trainers after 3 
Advanced Jobs have been unlocked.

The Goseki Shitagi
Rank 1 Medium Armor     
Special dice: Death Wish
This Armor can be purchased Job Trainers on the Kings 
Day Holiday

Set Bonus: Double-Handed Strike Mastery! While you 
wear the Bushi Set you can wield either the Samura or 
Sakai Blade with two hands, adding +2 Strong dice to 
your attacks. You also add Dagger and Sword to the list 
of Weapons you can use.

Holiday Items: Some Items can only be found on 
certain Holidays! Travel Yeld to collect these rare Items!

Blue Wind Tabard:
Rank 2 Body Item     
Special dice: Excuse Me! 1
Win this Clothes Item at the Festival of the Blue Wind 
Holiday!



Boulder Town Eggplant Cheesecake:
Rank 1 Food      
Benefit: Gain 1 extra Strong, Tough, Smart or Brave for 
the rest of the Adventure
Buy this Food Item in Boulder Town on Chef’s day!

Ghost Hood:
Rank 1 Light Armor     
Special dice: Scare 1, 
Buy this Armor on The Day of the Dead Holiday!

Witch Hunter Mask of Immolation:
Rank 3 Armor (Witch Hunters only)   
Benefit: Your attacks may cause fire
Buy this Armor in towns that celebrate the Witch Fire 
Festival!

Keymas Present:
Keymas Presents allow you to buy a random Special 
die for a Friend! Keymas Presents can be bought at Inns 
and Shops on the Keymas Holiday! You can only buy 1 
keymas present each year.

Keymas Orniment:
Rank 1 Gear Item     Benefit: gain 
1 extra dice on your next  Brave Challenge. This item is 
destroyed after it is used once.
Keymas Ornaments are given to attendees of the Keymas 
Festival in Madris on the Keymas Holiday!

The King’s Reach:
Rank 3 Sword  +3 STR, BRV, +1 SMT 
Special dice: Break 2
Win this Weapon at the Rollins Castle on the Kings Day 
Feast Holiday!



Fancy Costume:
Rank 1 Body Item     Special dice: 
Perform
Buy this Costume in Tanzang to attend the Tanzang 
masquerade Holiday!

Goblin Fireworks:
Rank 1 Weapon +1 Strong   Benefit: Can 
be thrown. Successful attacks cause Fire. This weapon is 
destroyed once used!
Buy this item at the Carnival of Fools Holiday in Tethis!

Elixer of the Gods:
Rank 2 Gear Item     Benefit: 
Gain 1 Core die
Win this item at the Tournament of the Gods Holiday!

Wolf Tribe Cape:
Rank 2 Neck Item  +1 BRV  Special dice: 
Bite
Receive this item if you join the Wolf Tribe during the 
Wolf Hunt Holiday!

Righteous and Wicked Items

These Items can be bought with Good or Evil dice. Items 
with Rank X are considered to be the same rank as the 
highest rank Item in the Friend’s possession when it is 
bought.

Grief Goggles (Wicked)
Rank X Head Item     S
Special dice: Deathwish 1
Grief Goggles provide a Last one standing Special die for 
each Evil die you have. 



Gash Master (Wicked) 
Rank X Dagger       
Gash Master provides a 1 Brave die and 1 Poison Special 
die for each Evil die you have. 

Crow Bones (Wicked) 
Rank X Gear Item     
Crow Bones provide Grateful Dead Special die for each 
Evil die you have. 

Gloom Hammer (Wicked) 
Rank X  Club       
Gloom Hammer provides a 1 Strong die and 1 Hate 
Special die for each Evil die you have. 

Trickster’s Mask (Wicked) 
Rank X Head Item     
Trickster’s Mask  provides a 1 Obfuscation and 1 Lie 
Special die for each Evil die you have. 

Saint’s Shield (Righteous) 
Rank X Shield  +1 Armor  
Special dice: Shield Bash 1
Saint’s Shield provides a 1 Challenge Special die for each 
Good die you have. 

Crown of Hope (Righteous) 
Rank X Head Item    
Crown of Hope provides a 1 Magic Proof Special die for 
each Good die you have. 

Charm of True Luck (Righteous) 
Rank X Gear Item    
Charm of True Luck  provides a 1 Gamble die for each 
Good die you have. 



Crusader’s Steel (Righteous) 
Rank X Sword       
Crusader’s Steel provides 1 Brave die and 1 Deathblow 
Special die for each Good die you have. 

War Hares

War Hares are the traditional mounts of heroes, and 
can only be bought in a few places in Yeld. If we have 
War Hares, our travel time is reduced from 4 days 
between squares to just 2! War hares aren’t very good 
at swimming, so we can’t use them if we’re traveling 
through lake or sea map squares. We can get get 
Warhares and the training to ride them by visiting 
the Warhare stable and paying 1 Reward die for each 
member of our group Alternatively, we can pay a Ton of 
coins for each member instead. The Warhare Stable is 
always located in one of the map corners. 

Named Weapons

These unique weapons can be found as we explore Yeld. 
Some offer strange powers and abilities, while others are 
straightforward and mundane. Each is an upgrade from 
the generic weapons listed earlier in this guide.

Named Swords

Wooden Sword
Rank 1  +1 Strong, Brave, Climb 1

Rusty Sword
Rank 1  +1 Strong, Brave, Poison 1

Used Sword
Rank 1  +1 Strong, Brave, Quick Draw 1



Pirate Sword
Rank 2     +2 Strong, Brave, Swim 1

Pig Sticker
Rank 2     +2 Strong, Brave, I know about Pigs! 1

Cheese Slicer
Rank 2     +2 Strong, Brave, Snatch 1

Dog Sword
Rank 2     +2 Strong. Brave, Run 1

Princess Sword
Rank 3     +3 Strong. Brave, Girl Stuff 1

Toothy Sword
Rank 3     +3 Strong. Brave, Fight Dirty 1

Dinosword
Rank 3     +3 Strong. Brave, Trample 1

Blue Destiny
Rank 3     +3 Strong. Brave, Magic Proof 1

Named Axes

Goblin Hatchet
Rank 1  +2 Strong, Hide & Sneak 1

Yak Axe
Rank 1  +2 Strong, Charge 1

Awkward Cleaver
Rank 1  +2 Strong, Trip 1

Black Axe
Rank 2     +3 Strong, Black Magic Protection 1



Treasure Axe
Rank 2     +3 Strong, Looter 1

Lemon Hatchet
Rank 2     +3 Strong, Cry 1

Tax Axe
Rank 2     +3 Strong, Steal 1

Fireman’s Axe
Rank 3     +4 Strong, Fireproof 1

Tournament Axe
Rank 3     +4 Strong, Last One Standing 1

Cold Vengeance
Rank 3     +4 Strong, Revenge 1

World Splitter
Rank3      +4 Strong, Huge 1

Named Bows

Sheep Bow
Rank 1  +1 Strong, Run 1

Haunted Bow
Rank 1  +1 Strong, Grateful Dead 1

Vertigo Bow
Rank 1  +1 Strong, Climb 1

Brother Shooter
Rank 2     +2 Strong, Boy Stuff 1

Invisobow
Rank 2     +2 Strong, Backstab 1



Shepherd’s Wife
Rank 2     +2 Strong, Bullseye 1

Harp Bow
Rank 2     +2 Strong, Perform 1

Slumber Bow and the Dream Arrows
Rank 3     +3 Strong, Beauty Sleep 1

Desolation Bow
Rank 3     +3 Strong, Deathblow 1

Scary Bow
Rank 3     +3 Strong, Scare 1

Wish Bow
Rank 3     +3 Strong, Lucky 1

Named Daggers

Mugger’s Knife
Rank 1  +2 Brave, Steal 2

Bread Knife
Rank 1  +2 Brave, Fish Face 1

Soldier Dagger
Rank 1  +2 Brave, Disarm 1

Snake Fang
Rank 2     +3 Brave, Poison 1

Jinx Knife
Rank 2     +3 Brave, Jinx 1

Pariah Dagger
Rank 2     +3 Brave, Witch Burner 1



Shaky Machete
Rank 2     +3 Brave, Thin 1

Rabbit Skinner
Rank 3     +4 Brave, Sacrifice 1

Hateful Claw
Rank 3     +4 Brave, Hate 1

Custom Stabbing Tool
Rank 3     +4 Brave, Fight Dirty 1

Kangaroo Spike
Rank 3     +4 Brave, Launch 1

Named Clubs

Big Stick
Rank 1  +1 Strong, Break 1, Trip 1

Bully Basher
Rank 1  +1 Strong, Break 1, Tease 1

Safety Hammer
Rank 1  +1 Strong, Break 1, Disarm 1

Gorilla Club
Rank 2     +2 Strong, Break 2, Climb 1

Rude Club
Rank 2     +2 Strong, Break 2, Excuse Me 1

Magic Stick
Rank 2     +2 Strong, Break 2, Last Chance 1

Crater Maker
Rank 2     +2 Strong, Break 2, Warrant 1



Zombie Arm
Rank 3     +3 Strong, Break 3, Holy Warrior 1

Grand Maul
Rank 3     +3 Strong, +4 Break

Totem Pole
Rank 3     +3 Strong, +3 Break, Red Magic Protection 1

Whale Bone
Rank 3     +3 Strong, +3 Break, Brutal Courage 1

Named Staffs

Grass Staff
Rank 1  +2 Smart, Nap 1

Monster Switch
Rank 1  +2 Smart, Smell Monsters 1

Sticky Stick
Rank 1  +2 Smart, Slimy 2

The Tree Prince’s Walking Stick
Rank 2     +3 Smart, Traveller 1

Full Moon Staff
Rank 2     +3 Smart, Protection from White Magic 1

Lunar Eclipse Staff
Rank 2     +3 Smart, Protection from Black Magic 1

Bat Staff
Rank 2     +3 Smart, Armor of Will 1

Medusa Pole
Rank 3     +4 Smart, Snake Eyes 1



Friendless Staff
Rank 3     +4 Smart, Self Centered 1

Refund Stick
Rank 3     +4 Smart, Banish 1

The Secret Staff of Desolation and Winter
Rank 3     +4 Smart, Witch Courage 1

Named Light Armor

Goblin Coat
Rank 1  +1 Armor, Steal 1

Mercenary Vest
Rank 2      +1 Armor, Charge! 2

Sneaky Sheep Tunic
Rank 2     +1 Armor, Hide and Sneak 2

Monster Hood
Rank 2     +1 Armor, Scare 1, Protection from Red 
Magic 1

Ghost Armor
Rank 3        +1 Armor, Grateful Dead 2, Holy Warrior 1

Mandragora Cap
Rank 3        +1 Armor, +2 Mage Proof, Cook 1

Boulder Gloves
Rank 3        +1 Armor, Climb 2, Break 2

Named Medium Armor

Soldier Costume
Rank 1  +2 Armor, I know about Adults 1



Escape Boots
Rank 2     +2 Armor, Escape 1

Leather War Sleeves
Rank 2     +2 Armor, Karate Chop 2

Winter Kimono
Rank 2     +2 Armor, Karma 2

Squidman Mask
Rank 3        +2 Armor, Swim 2, Tentacle 1

Dog Soldier Armor
Rank 3        +2 Armor, Bite 1, Run 1

Rain Cloud Cape
Rank 3        +2 Armor, Fly 1, Lucky 1, Traveller 1

Ghost Vendor Items

Ghost Armor:
Rank 2 Medium Armor  +2 Armor  
Special dice: Scare 2
This white sheet scares monsters!

Rare Weapons, Armor and ItemS

Rare weapons, armor and items are usually much more 
powerful, interesting or useful than the more common 
named equipment. Rare equipment can only be found by 
rolling on the rare Treasure table. 

Rare clubs

Lightning Rod
Rank 1  + 1 Strong,  Break 1, Lightning Strike! 



The Luck Bunny’s Hammer
Rank 2  +2 Strong, Break 1, Lucky! 3

Stick Grenade
Rank 3  + 3 Strong, Break 3, Exploder 2

Rare Swords

Hero’s Sword
Rank 1  +1 Strong, Brave, Tough, Magic Proof 
1

Tears of the Mountain
Rank 2  +3 Strong, +1 Brave,  Firebreath 1

Queen’s Thorn
Rank 3  +3 Strong, +1 Smart, +3 Brave, Poison 
2

Rare Knives

Shadow Star
Rank 1  +2 Brave, ???

Warp Dagger
Rank 2  +3 brave
A friend holding the warp dagger can move through 
Monsters and Friends on the Action Board as if they 
weren’t there.

The Veiled Crane
Rank 3  +3 Brave, +1 Strong, Disarm 2, Snatch 
2, Thief 2



Rare Axes

War winner
Rank 1  +2 Strong, Jinx 2

Axe Maximus
Rank 2  +3 strong, Huge 2

Dragul’s Destiny
Rank 3  +6 Strong

Rare Staffs

Glass Caster
Rank 1  +3 smart

Deus Serpentium
Rank 2  +3 Smart, Snake Skin 2 

Gaslight Staff
Rank 3  +4 Smart, +1 Brave, Fly 2

Rare Bows

Dawnsong
Rank 1  +2 strong, Challenge 1

Kerigor’s Comet
Rank 2  +2 strong, +1 Brave, Firebreath 1

The Heart of the Desert
Rank 3   +3 Strong, +1 Tough, Combo 2



Rare Knuckles

Godfist
Rank 2  +3 Strong, Poison 1, Trample 1

Rare Brooms

Street Sweeper
Rank 2  +2 Strong, Fly 2,  Excuse Me! 2

Rare Polearms

The Devil’s Hands
Rank 2  + 2 Strong, +1 Tough, Fireproof 2

Hero Tunics

Hero Tunics are special clothes items (chest) that gives 
different bonuses depending on the Job of the Friend 
who’s using it. If a Hero Tunic provides more than one 
bonus a Friend can choose which bonus to use at the 
beginning of their action.

Warp Jacket (Soul Thief)
+1 Brave or Backstab 2
The Soul Thief may spend 1 stored soul to move two 
spaces on the Action Board at any time during this turn.

Cleave Coat (Oath Breaker)
+1 Strong or +1 Tough
The Oath Breaker may move two spaces on the Action 
Board after using their Finishing Move Job ability

Badass Duster (Freelancer)
+1 Brave or +1 Smart
The Freelancer gains 1 extra Improvise die pr game.



Tabard of the Witch Mother (Witch)
+1 Strong or Fly 2
The Witch may choose to break 1 Curse she has 
previously placed on a Monster during this fight. 
Immediately roll for the Curse’s effect. On a 3-6 the 
Monster is affected by the Curse. On a 1-2 the curse has 
no Effect. Once a Curse is broken it is removed from the 
target. A Witch can only break 1 Curse each turn.

Mirror Mail (Witch Hunter)
+1 Tough or Jinx 2
The Witch Hunter may choose to resist a spell without 
using his Magic Proof Job ability. If he does and succeeds, 
the effect of the spell hits the caster instead of the Witch 
Hunter.

Flock Breaker (Shepherd)
The shepherd’s flock gains +1 Strong, Tough, Brave and 
Smart dice and the Multiply Special die.

Painful Corset (Black Mage)
+2 Armor dice
The Black Mage may choose to loosen the Painful 
Corset, losing the Armor dice bonus but doubling their 
Smart Core dice the next time they cast a spell. Once the 
Painful Coset is loosened it cannot be tightened again 
before the end of the fight.

Chains of Divinity (White Mage)
+1 Smart dice or Tentacle! 2
The White Mage may cast Refresh on two targets at once 
but loses a Tough die when he does. Is this good? Doesn’t 
refresh all do this better? Or is it better to cast Refresh just 
because it’s easier?



Rare Clothes Items

Mag Gloves
Rank 1 Hands Item   Special dice: Sticky 
Hands 1
Weapons lost through Disarm or Throw return to the 
owner 2 turns after they left.

Bizzilion Pocket Coat
Rank 1 Chest Item
Carry 2 additional Food Items

Gravity Boots
Rank 2  Feet Item       Special dice: Jump 
3, Charge 2

Essence Visor
Rank 2  Head Item    Special dice: Smell 
Magic 3
Monsters can’t use the Ambush against a Friend wearing 
the Essence Visor.

Maiden’s Mittens
Rank 3  Hands Item   Special die: Sew 2
A Friend with Maidens Mittens can sew 1 additional time 
each Adventure

Super Duper Shadow Belt
Rank 3 Waist Item   Special dice: Hide 
and Sneak 2, Backstab 1
A friend wearing this item starts every fight hidden.  



Rare Gear Items

Haunted Calculator
Rank 1     Special dice: 
Multiply 1
A Friend using this item can choose to divide up his Core 
dice in any way he likes, as long as both halves have at 
least 1 Tough die.

Everburning Lantern
Rank 1     Benefits: +1 Brave 
Challenge
A Friend using this item can never be Scared.

Illegal Tanzang Fireworks
Rank 2     
 A Friend using this item will cause all Monsters in the 
fight to lose 1 Tough die. Monsters can roll Tough + 
Armor against a challenge number of 20 to prevent this. 
This item is destroyed once used.

Vampire Heart
Rank 2      Special dice: Scare 
2
A Friend can choose to destroy this item instead of losing 
a Tough die in a fight.

Ring of Sad Truths
Rank 3      Benefits: + 1 
Strong, Tough, Smart, Brave
The Friend using the Ring of Sad Truths cannot make 
Brave Challenges to regain lost Core dice. If he loses his 
last Tough die he cannot be brought back to life..

Lucky Coin
Rank 3  
the Friend using this item may roll on the Luck table 
once at the beginning of every Adventure.



Rare Armor Items

Crown of the Tree Prince
Rank 1 Light Armor   + 1 Armor 
A Friend wearing this armor cannot lose a Tough die 
until they have lost another Core die or this Armor is 
Broken.

Leviathan Armor
Rank 1 Medium Armor +3 Armor  

Phantom Plate
Rank 1 Heavy Armor   +3 Armor   
Special dice:Grateful Dead 2

The Black Casket
Rank 1 Shield   +1 Armor  
Special dice: Deathwish 1

Thorn Suit
Rank 2 Light Armor  +1 Armor
Monsters who attack a friend wearing the thorn suit 
suffer Poison!

Toothfacer Mask
Rank 2 Medium Armor + 2 Armor  Special dice: 
Cannibalize 1

Crosis Scale
Rank 2 Heavy Armor  +4 Armor   
Special dice: Fireproof 1

The Tower of Autumn
Rank 2 Shield   +2 Armor

Anti-Aggression Field
Rank 3 Light Armor  +3 Armor



Fairy Fighter Boots
Rank 3 Medium Armor +3 Armor  Special dice: 
Fly 1

The Lost Crown
Rank 3 Heavy Armor  +4 Armor
A friend using the Lost Crown can choose to lose 1 Armor 
die for the rest of the Adventure to give another friend a 
free Brave Challenge. Hmm...

Guardian’s Gate
Rank 3 Shield   +2 Armor  
Special dice: Tease 2

Tables

Here’s where you’ll find all the tables referred to 
throughout this book.

Treasure Table Roll two dice and add the result.
2. Food Item
3. Named Weapon 
4. Named Armor
5. Named Gear Item
6. Named Clothes Item
7. Coins or Mysterious Paper
8. Fishing pole
9. Black spell scroll
10. White spell scroll
11 Red spell scroll
12. Roll on Rare Treasure table



Rare Treasure table: Roll two dice and add the result
2. Retirement ticket (free Job change)
3. Rare Weapon
4. Rare Armor
5. Rare Gear Item
6. Rare Clothes Item
7. Lots of coins
8. Power Crystal (swap 1 Core die with another   
 permanently)
9. Treasure Map ???
10. Hero Tunic
11. Red Spell Book
12. Good or Evil Special die

Loot table: Roll two dice and add the result
2. Red Spell Scroll
3. Ring
4. Gem
5. Watch
6. Underwear
7. Coins
8. Matches
9. Torch
10. Fishing pole
11. Bones
12. Roll on Treasure table

Luck Table: Roll a die and see what you get! 
1  Great Luck! Gain a Reward die!
2  Good Luck! If you don’t like the result of your next 
Treasure or Loot Table roll, roll again!
3  Good Luck! Roll one extra die on your next Brave 
Challenge
4 Good Luck! Gain 1 extra Core die for the next 
Fight!
5 Mixed Luck! Give your next Reward die to a Friend!
6 Bad Luck! Monsters will roll 1 extra die against 
you for the rest of this Adventure..



Cooking Table
Friends can cook Food items using Cook Special dice. A 
Friend can only try to cook one time each Adventure. Roll 
Smart dice and Cook dice to see how many Food items 
you can create! The kind of Food items you make is up to 
you. Remember, you can only hold 1 Food item at a time. 
Feel free to share with your friends!

10 or more, 1 Food item
18 or more, 2 Food items
24 or more, 3 Food items

Sewing Table
Friends with Sew Special dice can repair broken Armor. 
Roll Strong dice ??? and add Sew dice to see how many 
dice you can restore to broken Armor. A Friend can only 
try to sew once per game.

10 or more, 1 Armor die is restored
18 or more, 2 Armor dice are restored
24 or more, 3 Armor dice are restored

Labor Table
Friends can do housework for money. A Friend can only 
try to Clean once per Adventure. Roll Tough dice and add 
Clean dice to see how much your Coin status increases! 
Maybe Cleaning should do something else?

18 or more, Coin Status +1
24 or more, Coin Status +2

Fishing Table
Friends can fish if they have a Fishing Pole. A Friend can 
only Fish once per adventure. Roll Brave dice and add 
Fishing dice to see how many fish you caught! The kind 
of fish you catch is up to you! Friends can eat (or use) 
a fish in a fight to gain its listed benefits. Fish count as 
Food Items.



10 or more, 1 Fish
18 or more, 2 Fish
24 or more, 3 Fish

Sword Fish  Counts as a rank 1 Sword
Angry Trout  Gives Revenge Special die
Angel Fish  Gives Good! Special die
Devil Fish  Gives Evil! Special die
Poison Blowfish Gives Poison Special die
Flying Salmon  Gives Fly Special die
Ghost Shark  Gives Back Stab Special die

Roll a die to see how big the fish is!!

1 Tiny  Lasts 1 Round
2 Average Lasts 2 Rounds
3 Big  Lasts 3 Rounds
4 Bigger Lasts 4 Rounds  
5 Huge  Lasts 5 Rounds
6 Monstrous Lasts 6 Rounds

The Correspondence Table
Roll your Smart dice and see what you get! 

16 or more, Coins
22 or more, Roll on the Loot Table
30 or more, A Food Item
38 or more, Roll on the Treasure Table



The Magical Disaster Table
Roll 4 dice and see what you get! If you need to, refer to 
the Flock Special die and the Call: Escape Goat spell.

4- Backfire! Your spell book or scroll detonates like a 
bomb. All Friends and Monster in the fight must roll a 10 
on a Tough dice roll or suffer the Explosion spell effect. 
Caster loses his spell book or scroll.
5- Magic tax! The magical energies of Yeld demand a 
cash payment! Lose all coins. If you don’t have any 
coins, all your Friends coin levels go down by 1 instead.
6- Pprrfect spell! You grow cat ears, tail and whiskers...
they don’t seem to go away! Gain the Climb and Nap 
Special dice. Watch out! Cats are a Toothfacers favorite 
meal! Toothfacers will always roll 1 extra die against 
you.
7- Wild cast! Your spell hits a random Friend or Monster!
8- Summon Nervous Sheep! You summon a horde of 
nervous sheep. Will they attack you or the Monsters? Roll 
a die and find out!
9- Mighty mind spell! Your Smart and Strong dice are 
switched for the rest of the Adventure.
10- Backwards spell! Your spell causes a Monster to gain 
1 Tough die or a Friend to lose 1 Tough die
11- The Old King’s Curse! You grow horns. Ouch! Lose 
a Tough die but gain the Headbutt Special die. Yeldians 
who still follow the old ways might think you are of royal 
blood.
12- Bathroom break! yYu have to pee really bad! Roll 1 
less die on all actions for the rest of the fight
13- Goat face! You turn into a goat for the rest of the 
Adventure. You can’t talk but still have the same Core 
dice and stuff. You can only hold 1 item or weapon at a 
time (in your mouth).
14- Gender swap! Your gender changes!
15- White out! You and your Friends are buried by a 
magical snow storm! All Friends lose their action this 



turn if they haven’t taken one yet.
16- Sleep head! You fall asleep! Roll Core Tough dice 
against a target number of 6 at the beginning of your 
action. If you succeed you wake up, if you fail you 
remain alseep and your action is skipped.
17- Luck bunny spell! This isn’t so bad. Roll on the luck 
table
18- Dagger eyes! Your eyeballs are replaced with daggers! 
Roll 1 less die on all attacks but gain 1 brave die for the 
rest of the Adventure
19- Living shadow! Your shadow runs away and joins 
Dragul’s army, telling him all your secrets! Everything 
rolls 1 extra die against you until you track down and 
capture your shadow!
The GM running next game gets a Monster with the 
Nightmare special type for free!
20-  Double dip! All spells affect both the caster and the 
target until the end of your next turn.
21- Wizard beard! You grow a huge wizard beard and trip 
over it all the time! You gain the I know about grown up 
stuff Special die.  Move 1 less space on the Action Board 
until you shave it off.
22- Gorgon curse! Your weapon turns into a snake and 
crawls away! Lose your weapon unttil the end of the 
Adventure.
23- Merchant of death! The Ghost Merchant shows up at 
the end of the fight.
24- Soul sucker! You lose all Tough dice and become a 
Ghost! You cannot leave Ghost form until the end of the 
Adventure. 




